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Abstract
This thesis develops the thought of Marxist philosopher Evald Ilyenkov. Ilyenkov is notable for
his efforts to challenge Soviet orthodoxy by locating ‘ideality’ within a classically Marxist, materialist
ontology. The main argument presented here is Ilyenkov’s interpretation of Marx is one that can be
constructively employed in debates within contemporary sociology and social theory.
Ilyenkov’s framework is developed over the first three chapters. The second half of the
introduction critiques the orthodox interpretation of the famous base – superstructure metaphor,
arguing that it should be understood as referring to both the natural processes through which the
human species develops its understanding of the world and how these understandings evolve as
humans transform the world.
The second chapter concerns Ilyenkov’s description of the philosophical development that led
from Kant’s ontological dualism which recognized the importance of an ‘intellectual war’ to the
advancement of science through Fichte’s individualistic but dialectical ontology to Hegel’s dialecticalidealist monism.
The third chapter locates Ilyenkov’s ‘ideality’ within the Marxist social ontology of Murray Smith.
This framework is then used to explore and critique the methodological development of a social
scientist who moved from a ‘radical social constructionist’ position to a project of synthesizing discrete
‘social’ and ‘natural’ factors over the course of his career.
The fourth chapter locates and describes the role of Ilyenkov’s ‘ideality’ within the history of
global economic development and argues that a form of class warfare from above will persist into the
future.

The fifth chapter compares and contrasts Ilyenkov’s ‘ideality’ and Durkheim’s ‘conscience
collective’. As both concepts represent attempts to describe similar but often misunderstood
phenomena, they evince definite parallels but Ilyenkov’s ‘ideality’ seems more comprehensive and its
location within a Marxist framework offers much greater explanatory potential than Durkheim’s system.
In particular, Marxism better explains the limitations of the postwar effort to construct a more humane
capitalism.
The concluding chapter reviews the preceding chapters and ends not with a prediction of a
utopia to come but with an optimistic call for the development of a revolutionary leadership capable of
leading humanity’s creation of a socialist society.
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Dialectical Naturalism: Studies in Marxist Social Ontology
“History can be viewed from two sides: it can be divided into the history of nature and that of
man. The two sides, however, are not to be seen as independent entities. As long as man has
existed, nature and man have affected each other.”
- Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The German Ideology1

In academia today, it seems commonplace to dismiss Marxism as a relic of a bygone era. The
dominant narrative goes something like this: “The working classes in the economically most advanced
countries have not managed to create socialist societies nor do they even seem to be trying any more. A
fringe group of revolutionaries remains but the repeated failures of even more reasonable socialists like
Bernie Sanders attest to capitalism’s ability to pacify most of the working class. Arguably, Marxian
socialism has enjoyed more success in less technologically developed societies, but this was not what
Marx envisioned. A stark contrast exists between this apparent failure to predict the future and
Marxism’s deterministic claim that socialism is inevitable. Of course, the world is not predetermined.
People control their destiny. We can make the world any way we choose. We need to focus on
encouraging the values and disseminating the knowledge that will lead to better policy choices within
the existing system rather than encourage revolution, a potentially bloody prospect with little chance of
success.”2
Although this litany of perceived problems with Marxism is incomplete, let’s begin by briefly
considering the claim often attributed to Marx that a revolution is predetermined. First, if Marxism is
deterministic, it is hardly alone in this amongst interpretations of the world. Second, if historical

My source for this quote is actually John Bellamy Foster’s Marx’s Ecology (page 226). It is not in the versions of
The German Ideology I have accessed. In a note on page 296, Foster offers a simple explanation of why it cannot be
read there, “This is a crossed-out passage in the manuscript.” While we can only speculate about the rationale
behind Marx and Engels excluding this passage and I will not mention this specific passage again, this thesis will
argue that the reconciliation of the natural and human sides of history referred to in this passage is central to their
materialism. As I outline later in this introduction, the orthodox interpretation of the famous base – superstructure
metaphor misrepresents their viewpoint. Their materialism is a form of naturalism.
2 For more about how a Marxist in academia experiences Marxism to be perceived by the broader academic
community, there are numerous sources to which one could refer. Readers may find pages 1 to 6 of the
introduction to Murray Smith’s Marxist Pheonix (2014) to be illuminating.
1
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materialism is not deterministic but simply open to a deterministic interpretation, this may reflect both
its adherents’ wishes and those features of reality that lend support to any deterministic theory. Since it
is certainly possible that the historic process is predetermined, even if this contradicts how many of us
experience it, it is not necessarily a disadvantage for a theoretical system to be open to deterministic
interpretations.
The Hegelian influence on Marx may also lead to historical materialism being seen as
deterministic. Marx acknowledged how his critique of capitalism owed much to insights developed
through his reading of the ‘Philosophy of Right’ (Weiss, 1974: 254). There, Hegel details how, unlike
earlier types of society, capitalism is plagued by the recurrent crises of overproduction that ensure that
the life of the working class remains mired in poverty and debasement.
Originally the family is the substantive whole whose function is to provide for the individual on
his particular side by giving him either the means and the skill necessary to enable him to earn
his living out of the resources of society or else subsistence… But civil society tears the individual
from his family ties, estranges the members of the family from one another, and recognizes them
as self-subsistent persons…
The poor still have the needs common to civil society, and yet since society has withdrawn from
them the natural means of acquisition... their poverty leaves them more or less deprived of all
the advantages of society, of the opportunity of acquiring skill or education of any kind, as well as
the administration of justice, the public health services, and often even of the consolations of
religion, and so forth. The public authority takes the place of the family where the poor are
concerned in respect not only of their immediate want but also of laziness of disposition,
malignity, and the other vices which arise out of their plight and their sense of wrong...
When civil society is in a state of unimpeded activity, it is engaged in expanding internally in
population and industry… That is one side of the picture. The other side... [of the development
of the capitalist division of labor] is the subdivision and restriction of particular jobs. This results
in the dependence and distress of the class tied to work of that sort, and these again entail
inability to feel and enjoy the broader freedoms and especially the intellectual benefits of civil
society... there is a consequent loss of the sense of right and wrong, of honesty and the selfrespect which makes a man insist on maintaining himself by his own work and effort, the result is
the creation of a rabble of paupers…
The inner dialectic of civil society thus drives it… to push beyond its own limits and seek markets
[beyond] the sea and through it trade acquires its significance in the history of the world… the
means for the colonizing activity – sporadic or systematic – to which the mature civil society is
driven. (Hegel, 1974b: 278-81)
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Here we see both the beginnings of an appreciation of the relationship between capitalism and
imperialism and the antecedents of Marx’s immiseration thesis already present in Hegel’s thought. It’s
possible that when Marx read this description of his contemporary society, he thought something along
these lines: “This may be the pattern social development is following but what is stopping real people
from learning to do better? It seems unlikely that this pattern can repeat itself indefinitely without
engendering resistance. Maybe the resistance can win? Perhaps this condition can be revealed to the
oppressed and a new consciousness can emerge?”
Implicit in this effort to “break the pattern” is the recognition that there is indeed a pattern to
social development. Conceiving history as an unfolding process does not require conceiving that history
has a telos. Social actors create rather than simply follow whatever patterns emerge. They are propelled
by a cycle. Social actors must respond to their situation and they rely upon their accumulated
knowledge, a portion of their culture’s understanding, to creatively respond. Like plants that grow
toward light, animals must read and react to their conditions. While we humans are, of course,
distinguished from plants and simple animals by our consciousnesses, our linguistic abilities and our
capacity for interpretation, we nevertheless remain animals and our consciousness remains tethered to
the conditions of our lives. Our environments provide the antecedents3 that enable observers to
understand our actions, including our thoughts. Of course, active interpretation mediates the link
between these antecedents and conscious thought. How we act thereafter, how we transform reality,
follows from these interpretive acts. This transformed reality becomes the antecedent for the creation
of new ideas. Through activity, these new ideas are in turn materialized and the pattern unfolds
continuously, cycling through subsequent phases.

To be clear, by ‘our environments’ I mean our surroundings in a sense that comprehends both natural and social
factors. As well, I recognize that the nature we typically encounter has been transformed by prior human activity
including the production of labels and knowledge. For a fuller elaboration of my perspective, see Chapter 3
‘Ideality & Method’.
3
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This abstract synopsis of the human existential cycle was central to the theoretical contributions
of Russian philosopher Evald Ilyenkov. Born in 1924, Ilyenkov was among the first generation of
academics to be raised within the new and ostensibly socialist society created by the Bolshevik
Revolution. He seemed destined for academic success until he challenged the orthodox Soviet
interpretation of Marxism. Ultimately, this challenge led to him losing his position as a lecturer at
Moscow State University and to increased isolation from the academic community, to his denunciation
as a ‘revisionist’, and, eventually, to his suicide in 1979.
The aforementioned abstract description of the human life process as a cycle and its promise to
subsume any theory that reflects social reality were central to Ilyenkov’s interpretation of Marxism. The
cycle affirms the immediate link between thought and action; the deeper links between experience,
socialization, and one’s thoughts; while also recognizing that culture is a product of human ingenuity.
Defending such a claim would be a herculean and likely impossible task within the parameters of this
thesis, as it would necessarily involve describing how every extant theory can be subsumed under this
trope. The aim here will instead be to demonstrate the utility of Ilyenkov’s framework in addressing a
variety of distinct social-scientific debates. To that end, I propose to provide a series of interconnected
studies in Marxist social ontology that approach social reality (and theory) from three conceptually
distinct yet interconnected angles: the natural, social, and ‘ideal’.
In the next chapter, I rely on Ilyenkov to trace the development of dialectical thought from
dualism to monism, that is, from Kant’s recognition of an intellectual war as aiding in the knowledge
accumulation process to Hegel’s theorization of the world revealing its truth. In the third chapter, I
outline an interpretation of historical materialism that sees consciousness and culture as emerging from
the development of natural history. I explore Ilyenkov’s demystifying concept of ‘the ideal’ or ‘ideality’
and synthesize it with Murray Smith’s (2009, 2014) interpretation of Marx’s method. The penultimate
section of the chapter applies these ideas to a critique of two articles, written twenty years apart, by a
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particular (non-Marxist) theorist. Over that time, the theorist became very critical of how his former
social constructionist methodology had excluded natural factors. I show that throughout his career he
has conceived natural and ideal factors as entirely autonomous categories and I explore the limitations
of that dualistic approach. Following that, I describe the development of the global capitalist system and
how it has both propelled and been propelled by the development of the ideal. In the penultimate,
substantive chapter prior to the conclusion, I compare Ilyenkov’s understanding of culture with that of
the influential structural functionalist Emile Durkheim. While there are obvious parallels between
Ilyenkov’s ideality and Durkheim’s conscience collective, Durkheim’s structuralism effectively denies
what Ilyenkov upholds: social actors’ capacity for agency. In my conclusion, I summarize Ilyenkov’s
interpretation of Marxism, recapitulate the foregoing analyses, and argue for the necessity of
revolutionary theory to the socialist project of transcending capitalism.
Against the Hegemonic Interpretation of the 1859 Preface
The orthodox interpretation of Marxism as a form of economic determinism is based primarily
on a particular reading of the Preface to ‘A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy’. Any
reinterpretation must clear this ground. The Preface begins with Marx explaining his path to studying
political economy. It ends with Marx describing how his economic studies were interrupted by other
concerns including the production of a manuscript written in order “to settle accounts with our former
philosophical conscience” and for “clarification” of his and Engels’ philosophical views. He signs off with
a quote from Dante’s Divine Comedy imploring his readers to courageously face what his studies had
revealed. In between there are just three paragraphs comprising about 480 words outlining “the guiding
principle of my [his] studies.” While my purpose is not to account for the centrality of this preface in the
history of Marxism, it is worth noting that the longer, and, therefore, presumably fuller and more
detailed manuscript he refers to in which he and Engels had elucidated their conceptualization (The
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German Ideology) was left “to the gnawing criticism of the mice” for almost a century before its
publication. We will return to it again below.
According to Frisby & Sayer (1998: 223), the most famous portion of the 1859 Preface and the
few lines most responsible for Marx’s unwarranted reputation as an economic determinist appear early
in the first of the three paragraphs.
In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter into definite relations, which are
independent of their will, namely relations of production appropriate to a given stage in the
development of their material forces of production. The totality of these relations of production
constitutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation, on which arises a legal and
political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness. The
mode of production of material life conditions the general process of social, political and
intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but their
social existence that determines their consciousness. (Marx, 2009)

Frisby & Sayer (1998: 223-24) further explain that the standard interpretation of this passage is that it
bifurcates society into economic and social (political and intellectual) realms. Moreover, since the latter
realm is understood to be the result of a direct causal connection with “the base,” the ideational
“superstructure” is unimportant, a mere epiphenomenon floating along on “the real foundation”: it is
mainly an effect and does not play a significant causal role. This is the most often cited basis for the
claim of historical materialism’s economic determinism.
The most immediate limitation of this interpretation is that this very brief passage does not, in
itself, explain how this determination occurs. What specific causal connections ensure the process
described by this interpretation of historical materialism? Recognition of this limitation has motivated
Marxists to produce various models attempting to plausibly explain how the superstructure has a
limited degree of autonomy, but the economy is, in the final analysis, responsible for determining the
big picture of social development. These efforts seem misguided.
According to Frisby & Sayer (1998: 223-28), there are at least two serious problems with this
both as a theory of history and as a legitimate interpretation of Marx. First, this standard interpretation
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is based on the apparent division between economy and society within capitalism. However, the
appearance of this division is due to capitalism having historically presented itself as a mysterious
feature of nature before a scientific explanation of its patterns, its social origins, and its exploitative
nature could be developed and disseminated. Marx famously observed that in capitalism, people
fetishize commodities, that is, they ascribe to commodities powers that they do not in fact possess.
“There is a definite social relation between men, that assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic form of a
relation between things. In order, therefore, to find an analogy, we must have recourse to the mistenveloped regions of the religious world. In that world the productions of the human brain appear as
independent beings endowed with life, and entering into relation both with one another and the human
race. So it is in the world of commodities with the products of men’s hands” (Marx, 2015: 48). Within
capitalism, the relationships between commodities are reified and treated as immutable elements of
reality rather than being recognized as what they are: mere products of human activity. Arguably, to
view the capitalist economy as distinct from and yet simultaneously in some sense ultimately capable of
explaining, through some model, however complex, almost or even every single observable
phenomenon about a capitalist society is itself a form of fetishism as it ascribes undue powers to
narrowly ‘economic’ activities. Though the influence of “the economy” be large, it is not so large as to
completely block out the influence of other factors. Yet, these factors do not exist independently of it.
They are internally related. Their respective developments have been interdependent because they
have been continuously interacting throughout their development. They are not originally separated
pieces combined to form a whole but pieces whose historic development occurred through interaction
and which cannot be fully comprehended in isolation.
The second obstacle to acceptance of the traditional interpretation is semantic. Frisby & Sayer
(1998: 224) suggest
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it is notable that Marx does not, in the 1859 Preface, anywhere say what kind of social relation
can or cannot be a relation of production. He simply says that the totality of such relations makes
up the ‘economic structure’ of society. In other words, he defines this ‘economic structure’ by
(undefined) production relations rather than production relations by their ‘economic’ character
as conventionally understood... In fact, Marx treats the category of production relations as an
extremely open-ended one. We believe this is an essential feature of the concept.

If it is true that the meaning of the term ‘relations of production’ was left ‘open-ended’ by Marx and
that this is an important feature of this concept, why is this? How could Marx have been so remiss as to
not provide an elaboration of such a crucial term? A very plausible answer is found once we stop
focusing on these three paragraphs and look to the manuscript he refers to in the Preface, namely The
German Ideology. Here, we find that the answer is to be found in the empirical examination of real living
individuals.
[D]efinite individuals who are productively active in a definite way enter into these definite social
and political relations. Empirical observation must in each separate instance bring out
empirically, and without any mystification and speculation, the connection of the social and
political structure with production. The social structure and the State are continually evolving out
of the life-process of definite individuals, but of individuals, not as they may appear in their own
or other people's imagination, but as they really are; i.e. as they operate, produce materially, and
hence as they work under definite material limits, presuppositions and conditions independent
of their will. (Marx & Engels, 2000: 5)

In other words, what in the Preface he calls “the guiding principle of my studies” is simply an important
element of the materialist method and the place to begin an empirical investigation. The term ‘relations
of production’ should be defined through examination of empirical evidence in the course of an analysis.
Accordingly, his most famous analysis, that of Capital, contains many pages of empirical detail and
extensive footnotes. Since we now have access to The German Ideology, which is precisely the longer
elucidation of historical materialism he mentions in the Preface, we should modify our understanding of
Marx’s theory to incorporate the insights it prompts. Of course, it should also be underscored that the
1859 Preface was after all only a preface, and a preface to a work that focused primarily on the critique
of political economy, rather than on social ontology.
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Yet, merely attacking the orthodox interpretation is insufficient. Supplanting orthodoxy requires
advocating an alternative interpretation. Marx’s materialism is a monistic naturalism wherein at least
one species of animal has evolved the capacities required to develop very different modes of living.
Anthropology and history attest to this real flourishing of tremendously divergent ways of life that
developed historically. The natural history of humanity distinguishes it through its ability to adapt to
virtually any set of natural circumstances and to create unique cultures. A gradual creation and
accumulation of ideas, cognitive abilities, and techne is fundamental to what our species is. As a product
of human activity, the ontological relationship existing between the rest of existence and these ideas is
most simply described as the relationship between one part and the totality. A recurring theme of this
thesis will be the elaboration of that relationship and the construction of ideas as natural as they are
created by an exclusively natural species: humanity. Once these ideas are created, our activities,
particularly our economic and goal-focused activities, apply these new elements of our culture, and
thereby modify our reality, furnishing the antecedent conditions for the on-going production of what
philosophy long ago labeled ‘the ideal’ (in contradistinction to the ‘material’). Human actions create and
incessantly change society, and, in changing society, we change who we are. In fact, Marx (1973: 128)
wrote that the entirety of social “history is nothing but a continuous transformation of human nature.”
Chronologically, this social progression rests upon the natural progression that fated our species
to have the essentially unchanging biological features, capacities, and needs that are best explicated by
natural scientists. This is not to say that any claims made by natural scientists or the medical profession
about human nature are to be considered sacrosanct and accepted uncritically. Indeed, Marx is
somewhat vague about the extent of human natural needs. In The German Ideology, Marx (2000)
describes people as naturally requiring "eating and drinking, a habitation, clothing and many other
things” before hinting at the influence of nature on how humanity has propagated itself and insisting
that these needs which emerge from the natural side of human nature “have existed simultaneously
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since the dawn of history and the first men, and which still assert themselves in history today.” The
absence of the air we breathe from this list of natural needs indicates that Marx should not be
interpreted as attempting to give the last word on the nature of our biological needs. Rather, he is
describing a tether limiting the perhaps seemingly boundless freedom of social and ideal development.
Reading the Preface through this lens, the famous base – superstructure metaphor should be
understood as referring to both the natural processes through which the human species develops
culture (its understanding of the world including its social conditions) and also how these
understandings evolve as we transform the world. Social development changes who we are but
individuals and societies can only persist if they continuously meet the biological needs of the human
organism. Within capitalist society, how an individual meets these needs is conditioned by that
individual’s class location so economic development and the alterations in the relations between classes
that accompany it will profoundly influence the developmental paths society collectively takes.
Marx’s unique contribution was to show that the two sides of the age-old nature versus nurture
debate are not absolutely distinct categories developing separately. Marx’s methodological goal, his
‘guiding principle’ in his economic studies, was to show the unity of the natural circumstances from
which social conditions had emerged and to thereby demonstrate the importance of economic change
to social change. By examining history, “we see how consistent naturalism or humanism distinguishes
itself from both idealism and [‘hitherto existing’] materialism, constituting at the same time the unifying
truth of both. We also see how only naturalism is capable of comprehending the act of world history.”
(Marx, 1967: 144)
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Chapter Two: The Development of Dialectical Monism
“[W]e must not say that an action shocks the common conscience because it is criminal, but
rather that it is criminal because it shocks the common conscience... Contemporary psychology is
more and more reverting to the idea of Spinoza, according to which things are good because we
like them, as against our liking them because they are good.”
- Emile Durkheim, ‘The Division of Labour in Society’, pages 81-82

In this quote, Durkheim contrasts two possible origins for a society labeling something as good. In his
time, modern societies were replacing the traditional understandings that things are either good or bad
in themselves with a sense that our preferences alone determine good from bad. These two opposing
positions correspond with the phases of the cycle at the heart of my thesis in which data is received and
interpreted. As we come to know the qualities of things, we assess how they affect us. Such
reconciliations of opposing viewpoints are a hallmark of dialectical thinking. This chapter will detail how
the development of dialectics within Western philosophy was itself the culmination of a dialectical
process, that had forced on philosophy a growing recognition of the limitations of both formal logic and
dualism. I will describe how the ontological gap Descartes described between the material and ideal
sides of reality produced an epistemic gap separating individuals from empirical reality. Spinoza showed
that this separation existed only in dualistic theory and not in fact by using a simple example taken from
the realm of education, the realm in which ideas travel from one consciousness to another. Although
Kant’s philosophy expressed this dualistic divide in its most developed form, his recognition of the role
played by a theoretical ‘war’ between different camps in advancing science began the journey toward
the development of dialectics. Kant’s dualistic philosophical framework produced apparent
inconsistencies that motivated Fichte to develop a (subjective-idealist) monistic philosophy centered on
an individual consciousness and its relation to the circumstances of external reality. Utilizing the insights
of these contending philosophies, Hegel constructed his system to account for the development of
knowledge. For Hegel, dialectical progression reveals that philosophy produces interpretations of the
world that become the antecedents of subsequent philosophies.
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Descartes’ Doubts
The development began with doubts about the existence of a connection between mind and
body. How can the soul and the body, two completely different substances, be united in order to
interact? Ilyenkov (2008: 19-21) presents Rene Descartes’ expression of the problem and emphasizes
how utterly different, incommensurable, and opposing these two substances not only seem to be but, in
fact, are. “For an idea and being are mutually exclusive concepts. That which is an idea is not being, and
vice versa. How, then, in general, can they be compared?”
Although my readers may immediately perceive the importance of solving this problem for the
social sciences given its concern with both humanity’s place in the world and knowledge creation, it is a
more general problem than our attempts at understanding conscious social actors may incline us to
immediately perceive. This problem is faced by every theorist regardless of what they study. Arguably,
anyone who is forced to defend an idea they have expressed through reference to the observed
material world relies upon an implicit understanding that ideas can relate to the world adequately.
Although few interlocutors explicitly challenge the possibility of this relationship, every dismissal of
one’s ideas and one’s errors call into question the apparent solidity of the union between one’s ideas
and observed reality. Ilyenkov’s description of this theoretical problem stresses not only its ubiquity but
the possibility that the link between ideas and reality is tenuous at best since our perceptions of reality
may be subject to distortions due to the limits of our faculties of perception themselves.
And the difficulty constantly facing every theoretician lies in understanding what it is that links
knowledge (the totality of concepts, theoretical constructions, and ideas) and its subject matter
together, and whether the one agrees with the other, and whether the concepts on which a
person relies correspond to something real, lying outside his consciousness? And can that, in
general, be tested? And if so, how? The problems are really very complicated. An affirmative
answer, for all its seeming obviousness, is not quite so simple to prove, and as for a negative
answer, it proves possible to back it up with very weighty arguments, such as that, since an
object is refracted in the course of its apprehension through the prism of the ‘specific nature’ of
the organs of perception and reason, we know any object only in the form it acquires as a result
of this refraction.” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 16-17)
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As Ilyenkov says, it is not enough that the relation of ideas to the world seems obvious for it is
equally obvious that a perception is distinct from the object being perceived. Our perceptions of things
can be perceived as distinct from the things themselves and their simple, pre-philosophical affirmation
as identical is not a convincing argument particularly because when we err our ideas do not adequately
represent reality. In fact, in this description of the problem, Ilyenkov suggests the possibility that we
routinely accept misrepresentations as accurate which suggests the origin of the problem is in the
biological nature of humanity, in the sensory tools our species uses to understand reality. This is a
modern rendition of Descartes’ conception of a “malicious demon of the utmost power and cunning
[that] has employed all his energies in order to deceive me” (Descartes, 1996: 15). Of course, Ilyenkov’s
statement of the problem as inherent to our human sensory apparatuses is more plausible and
functions to call our understanding of the empirical world into doubt. Recognizing that we have at times
erred, that we have even persisted in error by accepting appearance as fact, undermines the apparent
obviousness of any claim that ideas correspond isomorphically to their ‘real-world’ referent.
So, how do we create knowledge? For Ilyenkov, dualism posits that ideas “are treated as
constructions of the creative intellect... ‘free’ of any external determination and worked out exclusively
by ‘logical’ rules... it becomes quite enigmatic and inexplicable why on earth empirical facts, the facts of
‘external experience’, keep on agreeing and coinciding in their mathematical, numerical expressions
with the results obtained by purely logical calculations” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 25-26). How can ideas that
seem to correspond to and explain the objective, material world and, therefore, seem to have bodily
experiences as necessary antecedents of their creation emerge from purportedly disembodied intellects
isolated from empirical data? “How can the two worlds conform with one another? And, moreover, not
accidentally, but systematically and regularly, these two worlds that have absolutely nothing in
common, nothing identical?” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 23)
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Of course, denying that we know anything beyond our consciousness as Descartes attempted to
do early in his Meditations on First Philosophy is a philosophy that cannot be lived as the human animal
is dependent on knowing its immediate surroundings for its sustenance and safety. Descartes (1996: 15)
himself wrote about the difficulty of maintaining an entirely skeptical perspective and the great
rationalist found that his ‘habitual opinions’ continued to ‘capture my belief’. Recognizing but being
unable to explain the connection between body and mind, “the Cartesian school capitulated before
theology and put the inexplicable (from their point of view) fact down to God and explained it by a
‘miracle’” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 24). For the dualists, our repeated errors argue against affirming that ideas
can adequately relate to aspects of empirical reality. They argue realism requires either a leap of faith or
allowing the question of how this occurs to forever remain an unanswerable mystery.
Nature Thinks
Ilyenkov (2008: 27-28) describes Spinoza’s philosophy as a forerunner of dialectical materialism because
he proposed a monistic ontology with dialectical elements.4 Spinoza’s monism has no need to reunite
the body and the soul because it recognizes that their separation existed only in theory and they had
never been torn apart in fact. Dualists fail to reunite body and soul because they seek or simply deny a
single connection between two different substances that does not exist because thought and matter are
actually features of the same substance. “[T]hought and extension are not two special substances as
Descartes taught, but only two attributes of one and the same substance... two forms of the
manifestation of some third thing. What is this third thing? Real infinite Nature, Spinoza answered. It is
Nature that extends in space and ‘thinks’” (Ilyenkov, 2008:32).

Ilyenkov (2008: 28) quotes from Hegel’s Lectures on the History of Philosophy: “to be a follower of
Spinoza is the essential commencement of all Philosophy.”
4
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Although this is consistent with modern biology, which teaches that natural evolution produced
various species capable of thought, it seems odd to say that ‘Nature thinks’ if one understands ‘nature’
in the form of things like tables and cups of coffee and thought as being produced by such senseless,
inorganic matter. Of course, it was neither Spinoza’s nor Ilyenkov’s intention to argue that matter in this
form is capable of thought. Dualistic philosophy goes beyond denying that inorganic materials think,
however, and construes matter in general as the opposite of thought. Historically, the dominance of
dualism has led to a theoretical construction of matter as ontologically distinct from ideas, calling forth a
search for a link between biological beings and their seemingly immaterial thoughts or an insistence on
their metaphysical separation. Although dualism was challenged by ontological idealism, both
worldviews deny matter’s ability to think, and posit that ideas can exist independently of matter.
Similarly, even ‘vulgar materialism’ (or ‘mechanical materialism’) treats thought as a mere product of
physical causes rather than as a creative, active material (or natural) force. The three philosophic camps
(dualism, idealism, and vulgar materialism) are essentially united in their conception of ‘the material’ as
passive, lacking agency, and external to or completely distinct from thought (Ilyenkov, 2008: 35-37).
By positing an unbridgeable ontological gap between opposing substances, dualism ineluctably
leads to the positing of an unbridgeable epistemic gap. By contrast, from Spinoza’s perspective matter
and ideas are opposing elements of a unified whole. Accordingly, Ilyenkov (2008: 35) describes it as
“absurd then to say that the one gives rise to (or ‘causes’) the other,” that one is a base 5 upon which the
other is built. No single causal relationship exists between the two categories; rather, innumerable
causal connections exist between the myriad of things subsumed under the categories of “body” and

Of course, as outlined in my introduction, this contradicts the standard interpretation of Marx’s 1859 Preface in
which a unidirectional causal link ostensibly leads from an economic or commodity exchange-based foundation to
an institutional superstructure. That causal conception preserves the dualistic division between the material and
the ideal. In fact, Marx’s dialectical monism destroys this division and, consequently, the simplistic relationship
between material causes and ideal effects that has been posited by both numerous Marxists and anti-Marxists
who suggest that Marx views ideas as mere epiphenomena, incapable of effecting significant results.
5
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“mind”. Individuals actively cycle between receiving the antecedents of thought, interpretation, and
transforming the world.
Spinoza introduced activity through the physiological examination of active and inactive bodies
(Ilyenkov 2008: 44-53). There are limits to what studying immobile legs can teach us about walking.
While the ‘structure’ of the body is the same and structure is an indispensable base to function, insofar
as a body’s function is only revealed and only appropriately analyzable while in action, analysis of the
structure while inactive must prove inadequate as an analysis of its function. Similarly, while the brain
functions as a thinking organ, an investigation of its structure will prove inadequate to understanding its
active function, namely: thought. Of course, much more can be learned about walking from studying
legs than can be learned about thought from studying the human brain because legs are suited to very
few functions while the brain’s structure enables humanity to be the most creatively adaptable species
precisely by enabling the human capacity to learn, to be socialized into a culture, and to model our
actions on our thinking. Expressing the intuition that may have led Spinoza to this conception of the
human mind, Ilyenkov (2008: 51) wrote:
[W]hy not suppose that the organ of thought, while remaining wholly corporeal and therefore
incapable of having schemes of its present and future actions ready-made and innate within it
together with its bodily-organised structure, was capable of actively building them anew each
time in accordance with the forms and arrangements of the ‘external things’? Why not suppose
that the thinking thing was designed in a special way; that not having any ready-made schemes
of action within it, it acted for that very reason in accordance with whatever scheme was
dictated to it at a given moment by the forms and combinations of other bodies located outside
it? … [Let’s assume] a functional definition of thinking as action according to the shape of any
other thing... i.e., to act, not according to the scheme of its own structure but according to the
scheme and location of all other things, including its own body.

Why not suppose that the structure of the human brain is such that it enables the brain to approximate
a tabula rasa insofar as it allows anything to be ‘dictated to it’ by the educational forces immanent
within the external world? Of course, central to this process of learning is the socialization process that
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will be shown in chapter three to have been central to Ilyenkov’s conception of human thought. Once
these ‘lessons’ are received, the brain is then capable of putting them into action.

Learning is Universal
To demonstrate Spinoza’s meaning, Ilyenkov utilizes the example of a child learning about circles;
interpersonal communication creates an idea of a circle in her mind. 6 She is instructed to draw a circle
on a ‘material’ piece of paper by drawing a curve that continues until it reconnects with its starting
point. In doing so, her hand directs a pen throughout the creation of the circle shape and the success of
this activity requires developing an understanding of the form of a circle. Throughout this activity, her
physical activities and thoughts are revealed as different (that is, distinct or opposing) parts of the same
process. She has transformed her original idea of a circle into an empirically visible circle in the material
world that she confirms as a circle (or at least as adequately circular) through visual observation. If the
figure she has drawn does not adequately represent a circle, her error indicates that either her
knowledge of circles or her ability to control the pen is inadequate. She will learn to draw the circle
through the cycle that Ilyenkov argued subsumes human activity: cycling between repeatedly
interpreting experience and creatively transforming reality, correcting her mistakes on subsequent
attempts until the image in her mind and the image on the page correspond to one another. 7

Spinoza described this in his work Tractatus de intellectus emendatione.
A limit of this particular example may be that it seems to apply more to the ideas related to the acquisition of
particular skills than perhaps less practical ideas such as moral precepts and abstract notions of justice. Though it is
not directly argued in what follows, it is clear that socialization is, on the one hand, a product of a lifestyle
composed of many activities and, on the other hand, involves conscious and unconscious persuasion by agents of
socialization, from parents to teachers to peers. The manner in which their ‘peculiar objectivity’ (see chapter 3)
confronts individuals and these shared paths to acquisition explains why dualism has typically viewed them as
parts of the ideal whole. Moreover, it provides some justification for Ilyenkov’s use of this example as
representative of the acquisition of ideality in general.
6
7
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Such repeated successful manipulations of reality, repeatedly molding reality into the forms she
desires it to take, creates within her the sense of the obviousness of the link between thoughts and the
material world that dualism calls into doubt. For Spinoza, this example illustrated that “an adequate idea
is only the conscious state of our body identical in form with the thing outside the body... it is in the
activity of the human body in the shape of another external body that Spinoza saw the key to the
solution of the whole problem” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 69). Moreover, for Spinoza, this “ideal” activity is closely
related to activities that ensure the preservation of life, as “The human body, to be preserved, requires a
great many other bodies, by which it is, as it were, continually regenerated... [through the body’s
capacity to labor, i.e. to] move and dispose external bodies in a great many ways” 8 (Spinoza, 1994: 44).
Yet, to function as a satisfactory alternative to dualism, Spinoza’s philosophy needs to account for the
same phenomena including, especially, human error.
Above, I quoted Ilyenkov’s representation of a general dualistic argument against the existence
of a ‘link’ between thought and matter. Dualists often argue that since our mind only entertains
perceptions of things rather than the things themselves, we cannot verify whether or not our perceptive
apparatus accurately represents objective, empirical reality. Since thought occurs in our mind and it only
receives information through the senses, an unchanging feature of the reality we face is that it contains
two opposing elements that may not correspond to one another at all. In contrast, Ilyenkov’s
presentation of Spinoza explains most errors as consisting of overgeneralization, which means that even
errors correspond to some element of reality. Ilyenkov (2008: 57-58) wrote:
The erring man also acted in strict accordance with a thing’s form, but the question was what the
thing was. If it were ‘trivial’, ‘imperfect’ in itself, i.e. fortuitous, the mode of action adapted to it
would also be imperfect. And if a person transferred this mode of action to another thing, he
Clearly, this bears a great affinity to Marx’s formulation of the first premise of historical materialism: “The first
premise of all human history is, of course, the existence of living human individuals. Thus the first fact to be
established is the physical organisation of these individuals and their consequent relation to the rest of nature...
Men... begin to distinguish themselves from animals as soon as they begin to produce their means of subsistence.”
(Marx & Engels, 1968)
8
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would slip up. Error, consequently, only began when a mode of action that was limitedly true was
given universal significance, when the relative was taken for the absolute.

This human tendency to error by overgeneralizing is corrected by recognizing our errors, as the girl
would have done had she drawn a misshapen circle. Yet, the human understanding that will emerge
after the recognition of an overgeneralization will itself contain other overgeneralizations, some of
which will, in turn, be corrected in time. Collective human understanding is the product of the thought
of numerous yet finite and fallible human beings and this human manner of understanding can only
develop as it incrementally and progressively conforms to the world. So, however far our understanding
of the world advances it will continue to be imperfect as we are incapable of perfectly according with
the Infinite (Ilyenkov, 2008: 57-59).
Yet, Ilyenkov portrays Spinoza as recognizing a shortcoming within the dualist argument that
indicates a great truth about the essentially natural condition of human life. By arguing that our senses
consistently provide a distorted version of reality, even dualists affirm the existence of a continuous
connection between body and mind. If one accepts that this argument is correct, we perceive a
distorted sense of real things. However, as manipulating reality offers us other distorted images of our
environment, it offers an opportunity to develop an adequate understanding of both the objects we
interact with and our own bodies. Ilyenkov describes how Spinoza transformed this dualistic
understanding to argue that reality becomes known incrementally: “The ‘specific structure’ of the
human body and brain is here, for the first time, interpreted not as a barrier separating us from the
world of things, which are not at all like that body, but on the contrary as the same property of
universality that enables the thinking body (in contrast to all others) to be in the very same state as
things, and to possess forms in common with them” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 70-71). For Ilyenkov and Spinoza,
these commonalities do not only exist between the individual human and the external world but
between the world and humanity as a species, meaning that humanity shares commonalities, and that
humans have a universal nature. Ilyenkov (2008: 71) quotes Spinoza describing how this physiological
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explanation argues for the universality of knowledge: “some ideas or notions exist which are common to
all men, for... all bodies agree in some things, which... must be adequately, that is to say, clearly and
distinctly perceived by all.”
I am hesitant to attribute uncritical acceptance of universal knowledge to Spinoza. ‘Universal
knowledge’ became suspect due to its historic association with colonialism and ethnocentrism, and with
hegemonic ideologies in general. Contemporary social science is rightfully concerned with addressing
who controls knowledge and with opposing oppressive, hegemonic forms of knowledge. The ubiquity of
this concern speaks to the ability of the powerful to disseminate interpretations. However, at this point
in history, it seems probable that an emphasis on the uniqueness (the difference) of every individual and
every group aids more in the promotion of liberal individualism than in forging solidarity across groups.
So, it seems unlikely that Ilyenkov would have shared our current hesitance to speak of the universal
condition of all humans.
This posited universal knowledge is not simply possessed by virtue of being human but develops
through perceiving and interacting with the empirical world through the sense that evolved through a
natural process and their modification through our socialization. Each individual begins as a virtual
tabula rasa that gets written upon by life. Our thoughts are dependent on our personal biographies
enabling them. Researchers can discern patterns revealing the premises leading to creative acts, yet,
contradictorily, these acts are still the products of a ‘free will’. In Spinoza’s example of the child learning
how to draw a circle, we see that her activity is guided by her understanding of the circle. Her failures
can teach her what is not a circle while her persistence and eventual success will teach her what is. After
successfully recreating the form, she is likely to interpret other circular figures as circles until corrected.
That is, she will apply the lessons of one experience to other experiences. She may label the moon a
circle or be encouraged to draw a car tire as a ‘circle’. When she encounters an arc, that is, an
incomplete circle, she is liable to commit the typically ‘Spinozan’ form of error. If she overgeneralizes
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and labels the arc as a circle, this mistake may be recognized as a teaching opportunity. She may be
taught to interpret this new figure, a modified version of the familiar one, as an arc. Failure creates the
conditions for learning, overgeneralization is corrected, and she is taught to interpret the world as her
community does.

Kant’s Theoretical War & Relativism
Regrettably, Spinoza’s development of dialectics was not a sufficient catalyst for the spread of dialectical
thought. While others surely saw a description of the habitual process whereby our thoughts affect the
world and vice versa in the example, it is possible that responding to his ontological claims took
precedence over analyzing his description of how understanding develops. For Ilyenkov (2008: 7-8), the
goal of understanding dialectics is to describe thought when its contents depend least on the individual
will and mostly reflects the influence of the development of society’s understanding, a process external
to individuals.
Proposing that the development of dialectics was driven by the needs of philosophy alone
would seem to require an image of philosophers as impartial and indifferent minds gazing down upon
the world from great heights. Although this idea of an intelligentsia unbound to either natural or social
relations is often applied to philosophers, actual philosophers have rarely been indifferent to the
important issues of their era. As eighteenth-century European society proceeded toward the French
Revolution, its self-understanding had reached an impasse. The clash between traditional
understandings and emergent theories was ubiquitous and the particular problematic it posed for
philosophy was to find a means of mediating these disputes. In the following passage, Ilyenkov describes
Kant as the earliest Western philosopher to seek to reconcile the opposing principles guiding the
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thinkers of the time, with quotes selected from Critique of Pure Reason showing that Kant also
considered conflict to be endemic among contending theoretical camps.
[T]he crisis-ridden, pre-revolutionary state of all intellectual culture... insistently impelled
philosophy... to find and point out to people the rational way out of the situation that had arisen.
Kant was the first to attempt to embrace within the framework of a single conception all the
main opposing principles of the thought of the time... The actual state of affairs in science
presented itself to Kant as a war of all against all; in the image of that ‘natural’ state in which,
following Hobbes, he characterised (as applied to science) as ‘a state of injustice and violence’.
In this state scientific thought ('reason') 'can establish and secure its assertions only through
war…' In that case 'the disputes are ended by a victory to which both sides lay claim, and which
is generally followed by a merely temporary armistice, arranged by some mediating authority…’
the 'natural', actual, and obvious state of thought, consequently, was just dialectics. Kant was not
at all concerned to extirpate it… but only ultimately to find a corresponding 'rational' means of
resolving the contradictions, discussions. (Ilyenkov, 2008: 76-77)

So, for Ilyenkov, the state of science observed by Kant was one characterized by intellectual
combatants who continually attack and parry one another. Although Kant described this back and forth
in violent terms, he saw the debate as instructive. The debate leads to knowledge creation by raising
new questions and motivating those involved to probe deeper. Debates encourage interlocutors to
develop their understandings of what initially seem like mutually exclusive theories and through this
process they discover or create points of convergence. Uncovering middle ground enables both sides to
claim victory because the emergent synthesis retains the aspects of the truth they were passionately
promoting. Yet, this peace is usually short-lived, and the process is renewed with the outbreak of a new
theoretical war. Since mediation is clearly the path toward an improved understanding of reality,
philosophy’s task is determining the method by which we eventually reconcile the various truths being
advanced and thereby momentarily reconcile opposing viewpoints. Yet how is mediation between views
that present themselves as warring opposites even possible?
Kant saw the problem as beyond the limitations of formal logic which offers no guidance on the
content of ideas or how well they reflect reality so long as those ideas are conveyed within the bounds
of its strict parameters. Formal logic cannot distinguish between truth and logically expressed absurdity,
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and so the determination of truth requires human judgment. Determining whether or not an expressed
idea accurately reflects reality, requires “the faculty of judgment [which] consists in performing the
subsumption under these rules, that is, in determining whether anything falls under a given rule” (Kant,
1922: 108). This is the task of judgement because formal logic is of no use in determining whether a
particular fact can be subsumed under a particular idea. Ilyenkov used the famous example of a black
swan to demonstrate this limitation. The idea that ‘All swans are white’ is contradicted by the existence
of black birds that appear to be swans in every respect other than their color. Resolving the
contradiction between an observed reality and the hitherto valid theoretical definition and subsequently
determining that such black birds are in fact swans cannot rely upon formal logic, but only upon
judgment. Ilyenkov (2008: 83-84) concludes that:
A synthesis takes place, a uniting of determinations, and not analysis, i.e. the breaking down of
already existing determinations into details. All judgments of experience, without exception,
have a synthetic character. The presence of a contradiction in the make-up of such a judgment is
consequently a natural and inevitable phenomenon... [G]eneral logic has no right to make
recommendations about the capacity of a judgement since this capacity has the right to subsume
under the definition of a concept those facts that directly and immediately contradict that
definition.

If science advances through improvements in its ability to describe the world and to explain
phenomena through observation and if the observations that propel scientific development are at odds
with current understandings, we cannot advance merely by analyzing the current theory through formal
logic. Formal logic can only alert us to the contradiction between our idea and observed reality. Of
course, Ilyenkov is not arguing that analysis will not aid in the development of the synthesis. Rather,
analysis, ‘the breaking down of already existing determinations into details’, can be very useful in aiding
judgment in creating syntheses of both old and new observations or determinations. The true logic of
science is the logic that guides the determination of what constitutes the most appropriate
explanations.
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Yet, if knowledge is dependent on human judgment, can it be objective in the sense of
accurately describing its object or can it only ever be one’s opinion? The resounding answer from the
liberal social sciences and to those unwilling to follow the journey toward dialectics any further than
Kant’s position is a denial of the possibility of objective knowledge. Instead, they urge knowledge
creators to recognize the limits imposed by their own positionality, their own subjectivity. Ilyenkov
(2008: 110) summarized the advice consistent with the Kantian perspective: “The age-old theoretical
opponents should therefore, instead of waging endless war to the death, come to some kind of peaceful
co-existence between them recognizing the equal rights of each other to relative truth, to a relatively
true synthesis.” This compromise enables the learned to affirm the subjectivities of people who belong
to particularly oppressed groups, people who have not been lucky enough either to have become
learned themselves or to have their forms of knowledge recognized within the corpus of society’s
knowledge.
The Contradictions of Dualism Prompted Fichte to Theorize
the Ontological Position of Individual Consciousness
Kant’s theoretical recognition of the role of individual subjectivity in knowledge creation undoubtedly
reflects an aspect of our relationship with the world, but it also stands in need of being rescued from
other faults of dualist ontology. There are two ways that dualism can be transformed into monism.
Either the existence of one of the opposing ‘substances’ can be denied, which seems to entail the denial
of a significant portion of experience, or the two apparently mutually exclusive substances can be
subsumed under just one category. Fichte took important steps toward the creation of a subsumption
option by discovering the fundamental inconsistency in Kant’s famous distinction between phenomena
(the mental image of a thing) and noumena (the ‘thing-in-itself', the existent thing in reality that a
thought represents). Kant recognized that we learn about noumena through phenomena. However, if
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we know about noumena, does this not mean that we are conscious of things-in-themselves? Knowing
about an object seems to entail being conscious of that object. Ilyenkov (2008: 117) describes Fichte as
positing that “to say that the Ego was conscious of a thing outside consciousness was the same as to say
that there was money in one’s pocket outside one’s pocket. Whether the famous ‘thing-in-itself' existed
was not the question here; for, Fichte was convinced that its concept was logically impossible... Fichte’s
conclusion was irreproachable: to think a thing-in-itself meant to think the unthinkable (from the
standpoint of the principle of contradiction, of course).” So, Kant’s conception of the ontological
position of consciousness is illogical (by the rules of formal logic) because Kant’s philosophy posits that
consciousness extends beyond the limits posited by his philosophy. In other words, Kant’s system is
illogical insofar as it states that noumena, which are by definition unknowable to consciousness, are
known. Kant’s conception of consciousness is analogous to a container that simultaneously includes and
excludes the same things.
Once one grasps this contradiction, one clearly sees that the Kantian iteration of dualism is
inconsistent with formal logic. This inconsistency means that some element of Kant’s perspective must
be rejected because it insists on internal consistency. Those who have become aware of this and yet
continue to affirm both dualism and formal logic must have made some accommodation. Arguably, an
appreciation of this contradiction is an antecedent (amongst others) of much of the anti-realism
permeating academia and the resultant sense that the noumenal world, that is, the objective reality
existing independent and outside of one’s own consciousness cannot be known directly. A willingness to
simply ignore or elide such purely philosophical puzzles also enables a form of accommodation and it
may be that many anti-realists see the realism of Marxism as a stubborn expression of exactly this willful
ignorance. From their perspective, Marxists likely seem blinded by their hatred of capitalism- and some
very well may be.
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While this anti-realist position logically follows from the realization of this contradiction in
Kantian metaphysics, it is only necessitated by logic if by logic one means formal logic. Although Kant
accepted the existence of contradictions within theories as temporary occurrences reflecting the need
for further theoretical development, he insisted that contradictions remain merely temporary. Refusing
to accept that the real path of human thought, its real logic, features persistent contradictions, Kant
held that the world is fundamentally consistent, and that the final product of theorizing must reflect this
consistency. “Theory was not interested in change– that old prejudice also trapped Kant... Theory had no
right to include in the definitions of a concept those determinations that the passage of time had
washed off a thing” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 129-30). Accepting that contradiction is inherent in either our
perception of the real world or the world itself is only logically possible if by logic one means dialectical
logic, that is, the actual logic of human thought. In fact, Kant’s failure to either discern the contradiction
or to accept the existence of the contradiction after Fichte had described it shows the extent to which
even the thought of an intellect as impressive as Kant’s was guided by something other than formal logic
alone. Instead of describing the movement of thought, formal logic functions as a tool of our thinking
which also embraces other processes and is motivated by factors having little to do with anything so
formal. These other factors certainly include our commonsense appreciation that we do perceive,
interact with, and modify the world of ‘noumena’.
Fichte’s response to this contradiction was an attempt at theorizing the development of
consciousness within a monistic system in a way that would preserve the subjective perspective of Kant
and his view of consciousness as separate from all other things. Fichte theorized that each individual’s
consciousness is enabled by its own intelligence or spontaneity (what Fichte calls “I”) to develop through
interaction with its surroundings (what he calls “non-I”) including other people. Moreover, the
development of each human consciousness and how it relates to the world must include the distinctions
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that we come to make between ourselves and the world that is external to us which includes the
subjectivities of other people. Consequently,
Fichte emphasizes that consciousness cannot evolve only by the self-positioning of I, but the selfpositioning needs to be related to the something which is not identical with the I. The original act
of self-positioning is possible only when it relates to the something in the world. It is not possible
without the non-I... the non-I must be seen accordingly as the result of the positing, the activity
of the I. Our consciousness of something in the world is not the result of the causality produced
by an external entity but rather emerges from the activity of the I... to avoid so called dogmatic
idealism, [Fichte suggests that] I posits itself defined by the non-I... Consciousness results from
the activity of I and the objectivity of non-I. This is possible only when the activity of I is geared to
non-I (Kivela, 2012: 75-76).

In short, in Fichte’s system, consciousness develops through making a distinction between itself and its
environment and later positing that this environment defines it. Instead of the classic dualistic
distinction between the ideal and material substances in general, Fichte suggests that the primary
distinction is between one’s own consciousness and everything else which, necessarily includes any
other consciousnesses that exist. For Fichte, an isolated consciousness is produced through its
interactions with its environment. 9 This relates to the dialectical cycle my thesis characterizes as
describing the human life cycle in that Fichte sees the individual as relating to and transforming the
world while being influenced by it.
So, while Fichte recognized the truth in Kant’s construction of the development of truth as a war
between various opposing viewpoints, Fichte recognized that our science will never be ‘perfect’ in the
sense of being free of contradictions. Further, since, existence contains the minds that consider it,
reality itself includes contradiction. Faithfully representing such a reality requires that one’s thoughts
recreate these contradictions; however illogical these creations may seem. Ilyenkov (2008: 131)
described Fichte’s perspective as based upon the recognition that “what was impossible to represent in
a concept, that is to say the combination or synthesis of mutually exclusive determinations, constantly

A comparison of Fichte’s system with the social ontologies that construct each individual as a nexus of
intersecting social factors may be illuminating.
9
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occurred in contemplation or intuition... If, therefore, you came up against a contradiction in a logical
expression... return to the intuition... the rights of which were higher than those of formal logic.” So, for
Fichte, one should be willing to set aside formal logic’s principle of noncontradiction in order to enable
the faithful representation of the world. By placing the ‘rights’ of intuition over those of formal logic,
Fichte was affirming the right of the individual ‘combatant’ (in Kant’s theoretical ‘war’) to their own
perspective to a greater extent than Kant had. He freed these warriors from the encumbrances of Kant’s
philosophy thereby better enabling them to uphold the motto Kant (1996) had suggested for
Enlightenment: “Have courage to use your own understanding!”
From Fichte’s Individualism to Hegel’s Objectivity
Ilyenkov sees Fichte's thought as an expression of the individualism of the nascent liberal era in which
the ideals of 'liberte, egalite, and fraternite' had seemed so close to being achieved. His most creative
period coincided with the early French Revolution which had produced a tremendous shift in
consciousness concerning what was possible for the future. However, as the Thermidorian Reaction
replaced Jacobinism, the optimism of Fichte’s philosophy gave way to the cold realities of the
Bonapartist dictatorship. Several inadequacies separated later dialecticians such as Hegel from Fichte’s
and Kant’s relativistic philosophies. In contrast, according to Ilyenkov (2008: 144-45), Hegel saw
connections between Kant’s and Fichte’s focus on subjective psychological states and their conception
of individual consciousnesses as isolated from the objective world. 10
The issue was that “the latter philosophers tried to solve the problem of ‘ideality’ (activity) while
remaining ‘inside consciousness’, without venturing into the external sensuously perceptible corporeal
world”(Ilyenkov: 2014: 60). They continued to examine the problem from the standpoint of an isolated

Ilyenkov also suggests other connections between Fichte and Kant’s focus on morality and their subjective
philosophies.
10
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individual’s mind even though human beings do not typically function in isolation. Humans are biological
creatures born to parents and it is typical for them to be socialized into a community that teaches them
a language which entails adoption of its system of categorizing objects and activities, its understanding
of those activities (Ilyenkov: 2014: 74). In fact, the existence of a community of knowers promoting
divergent viewpoints is a precondition of the intellectual war that Kant had described as the actual
process whereby we learn about the world.
For Ilyenkov (2008: 186), Hegel’s significance was that he stressed that thought is not as
individual and isolated an activity as it may seem:
Thought had obviously to be investigated as collective, co-operative activity in the course of
which the individual, with his schemas of conscious thinking, performed only partial functions...
In really taking part in common work he was all the time subordinating himself to the laws and
forms of universal thought, though not conscious of them as such. Hence the ‘topsy-turvy’
situation arose in which the real forms and laws of thought were expressed and understood as
some kind of external necessity.

The theoretical war that Kant lamented is external to each individual conceived in isolation, but its logic,
its progression is the product of the interactions of the individuals involved and not the product of any
necessity external to them considered as a whole. The disagreements of the various ‘warring’
intellectual camps manifest very real contradictions in our collective understanding of reality. The
individuals who describe theoretical positions are the beneficiaries of a long cultural and scientific
progression characterized by repeated assaults upon intellectual positions. The dialectical mindset
requires open disagreement to develop and maintain its penetrative power.
Since Hegel conceived of thought as a social process rather than as an individual activity, it
should not be surprising that he saw thought’s dialectical progression as largely escaping the
consciousness of those producing it. A typical social actor “would naturally not realise his actions in
logical concepts, although these acts were performed by his own thinking. The schemas (forms and
laws) of universal thought would be realised unconsciously through his psyche... without logical
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consciousness of them, without their expression in logical concepts and categories” (Ilyenkov,
2008:198). So, when a structural functionalist concedes a point made in an argument by a symbolic
interactionist, it is improbable that he is aware that he has been forced to think dialectically even
though he may be consciously aware that conceding the point aids in the eventual emergence of a
synthetic explanation of how both social structures and conscious actions flowing from symbolic
meanings contributed to the phenomenon in question. Even though a “theoretician who has succeeded
finally in finding the concrete solution to some contentious problem or other has been objectively
forced to think dialectically... [it may occur] despite the theoretician’s consciousness” (Ilyenkov, 2008:
290). Recognizing that one’s intellectual efforts contribute to an ongoing process, which Kant and many
contemporary academics seem aware of, is distinct from recognizing this process as a dialectical process
if one sees one’s own thoughts as independent of what prompted them. A dialectical thinker realizes
that their consciousness and its contents have been formed through interaction with others and is,
therefore, an aspect of a larger process. The development of each individual consciousness relates to
the development of the consciousnesses of others.
Through transforming the conception of thought from an individual to a social activity, Hegel
laid the groundwork for a genuine affirmation of what is currently ‘truth’ in everyone’s thought. Such an
affirmative theory is completely distinct from the affirmation of relativism. Hegel wrote that “self-styled
‘philosophy’ has expressly stated that ‘truth cannot be known,’ that that only is true which each
individual allows to rise out of his heart” (Hegel, 1974b: 258). Hegel, by contrast, was committed to
creating a description of reality that included numerous individuals relating to their realities in a
comparable manner to what Fichte had described. In other words, Hegel’s attempt to create a complete
description of social development required describing a world capable of producing various socially
dependent viewpoints. It requires starting from a recognition of relativism and showing how the
perspectives of social agents develop through relating to reality. Hegel continued his articulation of
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realism a few pages later when he wrote, “What is rational is actual and what is actual is rational. On
this conviction the plain man like the philosopher takes his stand... If on the other hand the Idea passes
for ‘only an Idea,’ for something represented in an opinion, philosophy rejects such a view and shows
that nothing is actual except the Idea” (Hegel, 1974b: 262-63). So, the world contains divergent truths
that somehow must be synthesized in a way that preserves the element of truth within each of them in
order for knowledge to advance and reflect more of the truth of the world.
For Hegel, science is a phenomenon that is unwilling to accept the understanding of the world
that has come before it. Its spirit is the disavowal of what was formerly true and the resolution to not
accept convention merely because it has the weight of authority. Instead, science seeks to test these
purported truths for itself and to replace those found inadequate. So, for Hegel (1974b: 46-47), the
process of scientifically discerning the truth involves a rejection of other forms of truth; this denial is the
very basis of science. Of course, some might decry Hegel’s philosophy for denying the perspectives and
the attendant knowledges of the intellects whose mental activities drive this process of knowledge
creation. As we shall see, Hegel, however, mixes his denial with affirmation of the kernel of truth in
every perspective.11 The anti-realism that denies the possibility of truth is a step on the path toward
acceptance of his own realist philosophy and remains one of three ‘moments’ within it.
If science is to be understood in contrast to, or even as a rebellion against, pre-existing forms of
knowledge, its ‘appearance on the scene’ is necessarily preceded by the development and existence of
non-scientific perspectives. Unfortunately, many of the people of Hegel’s time, like most people
throughout history, stayed on this pre-scientific level which meant they were “enslaved by the force of
current catchphrases and clichés [and saw] in real, sensuously intuited things only an insignificant part

Of course, the difficulty in doing this in such a way that satisfies others led to the following tongue-in-cheek
description of a Hegelian as “one who agrees that everybody is right but acts as if everybody but himself were
wrong.” (Adams quoted in MacGregor, 1992: 284)
11
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of their real content, only such determinations of them as were already ‘jelled’ in consciousness and
functioned there as ready-made stereotypes” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 185). Once science has been established,
the content of these ‘clichés’ and ‘stereotypes’ may in fact be the ossified form of former scientific
thoughts. Hegel called this the abstract or rational moment and saw it as associated with formal logic.
Hegel labeled the second moment the dialectical or negatively reasonable moment in which
skepticism regarding the dogmas of the earlier, ossified moment produces a negation. The doubt that
this skeptical moment casts on what had previously been accepted as ‘natural’ views and opinions
produces two conflicting attitudes in the community of knowers. On the one hand, those members of
the intellectual community that cling to the old understanding typically view this as “a merely negative
process” (Hegel, 1974a: 48). On the other hand, those who wish to transcend the old understanding may
view that understanding as without any claim to truth at all. Their negation will itself have content; it
will be a new idea. There is a tendency for actors on both sides to be united in their low appraisal of the
other and oblivious to the dialectical process they are engaged in. Such is the state of Kant's theoretical
war.
The third moment in Hegel’s logic was the moment during which, to repeat a quote from Kant
from above, ‘the disputes are ended by a victory to which both sides lay claim.’ This was the speculative
or positively reasonable moment which reconciles the opposition between the earlier perspectives. This
third moment distinguishes Hegel’s dialectic and, in his opinion, the real development of thought as a
social enterprise from the sort of relativism, discussed above, that affirms little beyond the right of each
of us to our opinions. A precondition for these syntheses achieving the universal endorsement of all
sides is affirming the kernel of truth in the relevant existent opinions. “For science cannot simply reject a
form of knowledge which is not true, and treat it as a common view of things, and then assure us that
itself is an entirely different kind of knowledge, and holds the other to be of no account at all” (Hegel,
1974a: 46). By way of contrast, for Ilyenkov, the precondition of the relativistic view is an understanding
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of ideas as essentially a synonym for things ‘existing only in one’s mind’ and completely failing to reflect
or correspond to reality. This view of the ideal has united the dualistic empiricism of John Locke, the
skepticism of David Hume, Bishop Berkeley’s idealism, and their many followers. Since these thinkers
see ideas as merely the product of isolated intellects, merely the way things appear rather than possibly
reflecting objective truth, they view “the universal as but a phantom of the imagination... justified only
insofar as it endlessly repeats in many (or even all) acts of perception of particular things by particular
individuals” (Ilyenkov, 2014: 30-31). Of course, this lack of understanding is precisely what Hegel meant
when he described thought as a dialectical process performed by a social collective incorporating
individual minds.
What Propels this Dialectical Process of Knowledge Creation?
Ilyenkov (2008: 193-205) wrote that Hegel paired and categorized the first two moments concerning
received traditional ideas and their 'determinate negations’ as objective. The remaining speculative
moment was labeled as subjective. Put simply, what drives the process is interaction between the
subjective and objective elements in a way that is reminiscent of Fichte’s philosophy. However, Hegel
stressed that as the elements of the system interact, the distinction between the objective and the
subjective disappears. That’s not to say that he failed to distinguish between things and our ideas or
representations of them. Rather, this simply reflects the fact that the entirety of one’s own culture
initially confronts one as an external thing, an external object, that one is socialized into, that requires
an education to internalize. Through internalization, the distinction between ideas that are external or
objective versus what a single subject produces begins to disintegrate. Thus, Hegel’s great insight was to
see logical categories as acquired through socialization. They had been developed through and were
passed on to successive generations of people through human activity which taught us about the
objective world. This contrasts with earlier explanations that constructed them as simply given to us by
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intuition, experience, or a transcendent power. They were not inborn in individuals in any way but had
to be acquired from one’s society:
Categories were only discovered and demonstrated their determinations through the historically
developing scientific, technical, and moral ‘perfecting’ of the human race... Categories
manifested themselves in the individual’s own experience... not in the whole fullness and
dialectical complexity of their composition and connections but only in abstract, one-sided
aspects. It was therefore impossible to derive them from analysis of the experience of the
isolated individual. They were only discovered through the very complex process of the
interaction of a mass of single minds mutually correcting each other in discussion, debate, and
confrontations, i.e. through a frankly dialectical process that, like a huge centrifuge, ultimately
separated the purely objective schemas of thought from the purely subjective (Ilyenkov, 2008:
206).

So, categories are cultural products achieved through the process of interaction with the objective world
but also through the various means by which social existence influences individual consciousnesses and
produces a culture. The resultant corrections ensure conformity in terms of the application of categories
which in turn ensures that they mean the same to the various members of the community. In settling
disputes between these contrasting consciousnesses, the only recourse is practice.
This process whereby consciousnesses successively compare their experiences with those of
others and its own across time is the standard by which we determine truth. Science should ensure that
its knowledge adequately represents all forms of consciousness, that is, that it is not contradicted by
experience. Truth cannot be in perfect conformity with the object of knowledge itself since
consciousness can only develop knowledge based on what has been revealed to it through its activity.
The important thing to note is the ongoing effort to achieve consistency across these momentary
consciousnesses:
[S]ince consciousness tests and examines itself, all we are left to do is simply and solely to look
on... The object, it is true, appears only to be in such wise for consciousness as consciousness
knows it... But just because consciousness has, in general, knowledge of an object, there is
already present the distinction that the inherent nature, what the object is in itself, is one thing
to consciousness, while knowledge, or the being of the object for12 consciousness, is another
moment. Upon this distinction, which is present as a fact, the examination turns. Should both,
12

Hegel’s italics.
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when thus compared, not correspond, consciousness seems bound to alter its knowledge, in
order to make it fit the object. But in the alteration of the knowledge, the object itself also, in
point of fact, is altered; for the knowledge which existed was essentially a knowledge of the
object; with change in the knowledge, the object also becomes different, since it belonged
essentially to this knowledge (Hegel, 1974a: 51-52).

All of which means that, for Hegel, somehow altering knowledge alters the object itself. Of course,
embedded in this understanding is the recognition that what one knows is distinct from and relative to
one’s intellectual position (which may indeed be overlooked in today’s world due to the increasing
emphasis placed on the intersections distinguishing and constituting social positions).
Yet exactly this exclusive emphasis on the relation between one’s intellectual position and one’s
perception of the world revealed the shortcomings of Hegel’s idealism, for it must result in an
inadequate conceptualization of practical activity. In Marx’s eyes, “The sensuously objective activity of
the millions of people who by their labour created the body of culture... seemed to him [Hegel] the
‘prehistory’ of thought” (Ilyenkov, 2008: 236). For Marx, it was not primarily changed ideas that
produced changes in how we saw the world. Rather, it was how those changed ideas guided human
activity in transforming the world, how human activity including thought becomes materialized and in
doing so creates new situations in which to create knowledge. Of course, since the actions of isolated
individuals are the result of so many influences that they may be considered ‘purely accidental’ and
even the aggregate movements of an entire society can only be anticipated by consciousness through
scientific study, humanity finds that many of the objective products of collective action seem to be
produced “behind its back” (Hegel, 1974a: 53).13 Since the actions of individuals in contemporary

Compare this to what Marx wrote in the first chapter of Capital: “A commodity may be the product of the most
skilled labour, but its value, by equating it to the product of simple unskilled labour, represents a definite quantity
of the latter labour alone. The different proportions in which different sorts of labour are reduced to unskilled
labour as their standard, are established by a social process that goes on behind the backs of the producers, and,
consequently, appear to be fixed by custom.” (Marx, 1867: 32; my italics) In other words, Marx is arguing that
prices in a market are set neither by the wills of the actors themselves nor custom but through a social process.
The production, consumption, and trades of individuals produce results including prices (which are ideal products)
and their customary levels. This will be outlined further later in this thesis.
13
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capitalist society produce collective results despite their performance being experienced as an isolated
activity due to its being uncoordinated, people often work at cross purposes which produces instances
of social disharmony. Science is necessary to understand what is occurring. However, since both the
theoretical and the observational elements of science are forms of practice, practice is the criterion
whereby we establish what is true as well as being the cause of changes in the world and our ideas.
Consequently, when Marx (1969) used these insights of Hegel’s to construct historical materialism, he
established practice as his criterion of truth.
The question whether objective truth can be attributed to human thinking is not a question of
theory but is a practical question. Man must prove the truth — i.e. the reality and power, the
this-sidedness of his thinking in practice. The dispute over the reality or non-reality of thinking
that is isolated from practice is a purely scholastic question.
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Chapter Three: Ideality & Method
“Human consciousness, the practical mind, although it does not produce existence, produces
existence as composed of individuals divided into species and genera. From the moment man...
invents instruments that can organize [the world] and then express this organization in words –
he finds that world already constructed and differentiated, not according to some alleged natural
classification but according to a classification imposed by the practical need for orientation in
one’s environment. The categories into which this world has been divided are not the result of a
convention or a conscious social agreement; instead they are created by a spontaneous
endeavour to conquer the opposition of things. It is this effort to subdue the chaos of reality that
defines not only the history of mankind, but also the history of nature.” - Kolakowski (1969: 66;
quoted in Keat & Urry, 1982: 221-22)

Central to Marx’s project was the construction of a scientific theory of history that demystifies
humanity’s conjoined social, technological, and cultural developments. Although he and Engels mainly
focused on the social portion of a materialist account of all of reality, the materialist understanding of
the world does not begin with the rise of capitalism or even the rise of humanity. Instead, the full
elaboration of all aspects of a materialist worldview requires the insights of people working in all
departments of the scholarly division of labour. Starting from the explanation of the origins of the
material world provided by the natural sciences, historical materialism follows the path beaten by the
‘hard’ sciences through the formation of the Earth and the earliest forms of life. To view the
development of material existence as due to forces produced through the interactions of material
objects is to view its transformations as inherently dialectical processes. In fact, because of the
dialectical nature of Darwin’s theory of evolution through natural selection, Marx (1942) in an 1861
letter to Lasalle, described that theory as “very important... not only is the death-blow dealt here for the
first time to ‘teleology’ in the natural sciences, but their rational meaning is empirically explained.”
Social scientists, of course, focus on the human portion of the story. Nevertheless, it is not only possible
to augment the ongoing story of humanity with the story of the rest of nature; this augmentation is
essential to Marx’s philosophical project. Accordingly, a young Marx (quoted by Johnson, Dandeker, &
Ashworth, 1984: 135) wrote “Natural science will in time subsume the science of man just as the science
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of man will subsume natural science: there will be one science.”14 After all, all that exists is natural and
this includes human beings themselves as well as the thoughts that accompany their other forms of
activity.
Yet our species has often historically constructed itself, or at least a fraction of itself, as not only
distinct from nature but in certain ways opposed to it. We divorce ourselves from nature to the extent
that we view ourselves as partially mystical or even supernatural as well as when we rely on
constructions dependent for their coherence on these views. Developing a theory of human history that
is consistent with natural history requires overcoming the opposition between humanity and nature by
revealing the natural or material origins of the human world. Religion, art, literature, and the rest of the
humanities must be viewed as inseparably connected to our development through both the
evolutionary process and those efforts that Kolakowski described as intended ‘to subdue the chaos of
reality’ since the inception of our biological ability to create knowledge. Ideal human products, though
different than other products, are not unnatural in the sense of being the opposite of nature and its
products.
Marx and Engels’ development of a theory “from which the evolution of the economic [and
social] formation of society is viewed as a process of natural history” (Marx, 2015: 7) was aided by
earlier materialist philosophers, particularly Epicurus whose philosophy was the subject of Marx’s PhD
thesis. This interest in Epicurus was by no means unique to Marx. According to Foster (2000: 40): “The
same was true of science in general. Thomas Hariot, Francis Bacon, Thomas Hobbes, Robert Boyle, and
Isaac Newton were all deeply affected by Greek atomism, and from Bacon on by the philosophy of
Epicurus in particular.” What differentiated Epicurus from earlier atomists was that he argued against
absolute determinism by asserting that atoms did not simply collide and separate like billiard balls but

These words of Marx’s are relevant as well: “The social reality of nature and human natural sciences or the
natural sciences of man are identical expressions.” (Quoted in Johnson, Dandeker, & Ashworth, 1984: 137)
14
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that they can also swerve in ways that are quite unpredictable and essentially accidental. Though this
swerve seems inexplicable, its purpose seemed clear enough to Marx (quoted in Foster 2000: 55), who
commented in his thesis that the Roman poet and Epicurean philosopher Lucretius was correct “when
he maintains that the declination [the swerve] breaks the fati foedera [the bonds of fate.]” In other
words, Marx sees the swerve as the characteristic of animals, and people in particular, that enables
them to make choices that cannot be directly reduced to their circumstances.
Of course, Epicurus did not deny that causation exists, and swerving should not be confused
with a form of ‘teleportation’ that completely extricates one from their circumstances, rendering the
apparent influence of the external world meaningless. Rather, the concept of the swerve was useful to
defend the possibility of making choices while also recognizing the weight of the complete development
of reality, the unfolding of the cosmic history that has produced even life itself. I suggest that the first
pages of Marx and Engels’ The German Ideology should be read with this ontological perspective in
mind. Human development should be seen as the product of historically changing interactions and
divisions of labour marked by definite circumstantial constraints but also by the conscious efforts of
human beings to transcend those constraints. By the time people appear on stage, the swerve is present
because people and other animals are present.
Of course, Marx and Engels were only able to connect human social development to a natural
development themselves once Darwin had developed his theory of biological evolution through natural
selection. In their 1845-46 manuscript The German Ideology, Marx and Engels had described the onset
of human history from a ‘moment’ that can be viewed as primordial, the moment when humanity began
to ‘distinguish’ itself from other animals, rather than the result of a protracted evolutionary process that
separated our species from other primates. From a materialist perspective, The German Ideology
formulation accorded too much emphasis to consciousness in the emergence of the ‘second nature’ that
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is human society: the mere ability to ‘distinguish’ themselves from the rest of nature. (Frisby & Sayer,
1998)
Marx was immediately able to recognize the immense value of Darwin’s contribution to science
because materialist schools had anticipated his theory by over two millennia. Representing the
Epicurean school, Lucretius provided a rudimentary description of a natural origin of existent lifeforms.
If one rules out their simple appearance and the divine explanations offered by the superstitious, what
else can there be aside form an evolutionary (i.e. dialectical) development? According to Lucretius
(quoted in Foster 2000: 38), all observable life is dependent upon an unbroken “chain of offspring” and
this “cannot have fallen from the sky... We are left with the conclusion that the name of mother has
been rightly bestowed on the earth, since out of the earth everything is born.” This anticipation was
possible because, rather than seek miraculous explanations, 15sees greater complexity as necessarily
emerging from earlier simplicity. 16
In this chapter, I elaborate a Marxist framework based on Ilyenkov’s interpretation of the
development of the ideal. The second part details Ilyenkov’s concept of the ideal. This is followed by an
elaboration of Smith’s (2014) interpretation of Marx’s method and its relation to Ilyenkov’s ideal. The
penultimate section of this chapter is an analysis of the ontological choice facing an historian,
Christopher Dummitt, who ‘confessed’ to jettisoning a ‘radical’ social constructionist position in favor of

For more on the history of the relationship between materialism and evolution, see John Bellamy Foster’s Marx’s
Ecology. Foster traces the links between Epicurus and modern science including the development of Darwin’s
thought and Marx’s conscious alignment of himself with this atheistic and scientific worldview. "For Marx, Epicurus
was ’the greatest representative of the Greek Enlightenment.’” (Foster 2000: 51)
For more on the keen insights of presocratic philosophy, see Richard D. McKirahan’s Philosophy Before Socrates.
McKirahan has collected and interpreted the thought of various early Western philosophers from various schools.
By way of explanation of Epicurus’s remarkable insights, Francis Bacon (quoted in Foster 2000: 41) asserted that
assigning “the causes of particular things to the necessity of the matter, without any intermixture of final causes,
seems to me [Bacon]… to have been, as regards physical causes, much more solid and to have penetrated further
into nature than that of Aristotle and Plato; for this single reason, that the former never wasted time on final
causes, while the latter were ever inculcating them.”
16
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an attempted synthesis of social or ideal and natural or material factors. While an approach based upon
attempting to synthesize natural and cultural factors is inherently more multifaceted than excluding
factors constructed as natural, the flaw in this methodology is that it attempts to reconnect the natural
and ideal factors Ilyenkov, following Spinoza, insisted had never been disconnected to begin with.
Ascending from Earth to Heaven
Relevant to the connection between the evolutionary process and historical materialism is ‘The Part
played by Labour in the Transition from Ape to Man’, a short essay in which Engels echoes some of the
newest findings of then contemporary anthropology,17 including the idea that an erect gait set humans
on the path to differentiating themselves from other primates. Developing the ability to stand on their
feet freed our ancestors’ hands, enabling their utilization for various other simple purposes. This usage
increased the dexterity of the hands enabling the performance of increasingly difficult tasks aided by
cooperation with other pre-humans. In time, cooperation in practical tasks fostered the development of
speech: “Mastery over nature began with the development of the hand, with labour... continually
discovering new, hitherto unknown properties in natural objects. On the other hand, the development
of labour necessarily helped to bring the members of society closer... men in the making arrived at the
point where they had something to say to each other” (Engels, 1876). Thus, knowledge and even
humanity’s greatest cultural products have been produced by individuals socialized through particular
social experiences relying on this education and their natural endowments to co-operatively confront an
untamed natural world together.

What is essential is not the sequence of developments Engels outlines and how well they correspond to how
today’s anthropology suggests humans developed. Instead, the essential thing is accounting for this development
through reference to the interactions of our ancestors with their environment and one another. They evolved into
us because of their efforts to satisfy their needs by transforming their reality.
17
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By contrast, it is hard to imagine how any individual organism, as isolated from its external
environment as Kantian dualism suggests homo sapiens might be, could possibly evolve. How would
nature have selected the ancestors of our peculiar species of primate if the naive realism of those of us
who have never studied epistemology or ontology were invalid? Our very existence testifies to our
ability to create an adequate awareness of our surroundings. The greatest justification of our faith in our
ability to incrementally move towards continually better and more comprehensive understandings of
the world is our transformation of the world since our humble beginnings: evolution attests to realism.
Of course, our knowledge, while adequate to many tasks, remains far from perfect and Kant’s
philosophy reflects the common experience of having one’s knowledge be shown to be inadequate.
While Stephen Hawking and Darwin have much to say about the first few chapters of natural
history and our social existence is predicated upon harnessing the processes they describe, the world of
culture cannot be reduced to the material; rather, the soul’s highest achievements must be explained
from the conditions of their creators’ lives. These explanations must include descriptions of the
circumstances facing actors and how the development that produced them as these circumstances
represent the impetus to the emergence of the creative acts that produced our ways of life, the various
forms of social stratification, and even our highest cultural products. While much of the explanation for
a cultural phenomenon or work may be found in the world of ideas, demystifying or naturalizing human
actions requires tracing the path they created from the worldly realm of socialization to the sublime
heights of culture and the vistas opened by their enlightenment. Consequently, in The German Ideology,
Marx and Engels contrast a method which focuses on the ‘real life-process’ in which ‘real, active men’
creatively respond to conditions and thereby create the ideas and the world that simultaneously creates
them with traditional perspectives that would abruptly begin from existent ideas and desires. Although
such analytical perspectives may yield valuable insights, they allow ideas to ‘retain the semblance of
independence’ that prevents the illumination of the links between humanity’s cultural life and our
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shared empirically verifiable circumstances. Historical materialism seeks to discover and lay bare these
connections to show how human consciousness rests upon a natural base.
The production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness, is at first directly interwoven with the
material activity and the material intercourse of men, the language of real life... In direct contrast
to German philosophy which descends from heaven to earth, here we ascend from earth to
heaven. That is to say... we set out from real, active men, and on the basis of their real lifeprocess we demonstrate the development of the ideological reflexes and echoes of this lifeprocess... Morality, religion, metaphysics, all the rest of ideology and their corresponding forms
of consciousness, thus no longer retain the semblance of independence. They have no history, no
development; but men, developing their material production and their material intercourse,
alter, along with this their real existence, their thinking and the products of their thinking. Life is
not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by life... Its [Marx and Engels’ method’s]
premises are men, not in any fantastic isolation and rigidity, but in their actual, empirically
perceptible process of development under definite conditions (Marx, 2000: 6).

Much of the content of the 1859 Preface seems to have been lifted almost directly from this
earlier work but here it is ‘life’ rather than ‘social existence’ that determines consciousness. However, in
this manuscript written “to settle accounts with our erstwhile philosophical conscience” (Marx, 1977),
that is with German or Hegelian philosophy, the phrase strikes the reader as being intended as a
statement of an empirical finding or a methodological objective for social analysts to aspire to rather
than as a statement relating to a deterministic ontology. It reflects a very simple reality: either ideas are
truly transcendent or they are products of all too human activity. If we are to naturalize social theory,
we must consider ideas to have been the products of human activity, created by real people exercising
their agency in response to various impetuses that arose in concrete, historical situations.
Undoubtably, the most significant barrier to historical materialism being accepted as science by
society at large is its call for revolution. However, its acceptance by even the various oppressed peoples
is hindered by the reified social forms and various divisions Kolakowski hints at when he describes
society as ‘divided into species and genera’. Our subjective views of the world are tied to the forms of
chaos that confront us and the elements of this chaos that we work to subdue. Individual efforts
conducted in isolation from one another have, perhaps predictably, resulted in the creation of greater
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chaos, as individuals have attempted to subdue the chaos they face through the creation of chaos for
others. Our efforts have created a world plagued not only by the problems Hegel explicitly describes in
the extended passage from The Philosophy of Right quoted in my introduction but also the other forms
of oppression studied by the contemporary social sciences. The various routes to change open to
activists partially explain this failure. However, if these obstacles cannot be overcome within capitalism,
then our world presents many versions of the same choice. We can continue on our own isolated paths
and accept the persistence of the oppression inherent in the existing social divisions or we can seek
genuine reconciliation.
Fitting the Ideal into Materialism
Additionally, some who feel that the persistence of these social divisions is imbricated with the
processes of capitalism view the inadequacy of the common understanding of Marxist theory among
those disseminating it as inhibiting our efforts to encourage scientific sentiment to coalesce around a
“metanarrative”. In my introduction, I criticized the economically deterministic interpretation of the
1859 Preface for eliding the subjectivities of human actors who confront historically produced situations
through the creative manipulation of concepts acquired through their socialization. In his essay
‘Dialectics of the Ideal’, Ilyenkov (2014: 37) describes Marx’s dialectical materialism as being “very often
understood (interpreted) in a vulgar-materialist spirit” that reduces the ideal to a physical phenomenon,
such as when the Soviet philosopher I.S. Narsky (n.d. quoted in Ilyenkov, 2014: 27) wrote: “The ideal is…
realised by means of a certain type of cerebral neurodynamic process.” Such an understanding reduces
the functioning of the mind to the brain’s biology, a mistake that is akin to reducing a computer’s
software to its hardware. A preliminary but necessary step to a superior understanding is a coherent
explanation of the material basis of ideality as a feature of a philosophical materialism or naturalism that
treats ideas as more than epiphenomena such as that offered by Ilyenkov.
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Marx (2010b) began The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte with a discussion of the French
Revolution’s utilization of ideas from the classical age: “Men make their own history, but they do not
make it as they please; they do not make it under self-selected circumstances, but under circumstances
existing already, given and transmitted from the past." A vulgar materialist interpretation of this famous
passage would affirm its apparent denial of the importance of humanity’s conscious intentions and
celebrate the importance it attaches to objective conditions. However, such an interpretation presents
obstacles to the appreciation of the passage’s insights concerning the application of preexisting ideas.
Among the circumstances that no one chooses is the point in history they are born into and the social
forms through which members of their society attempt to subdue both the strictly natural as well as the
social aspects of the ‘chaos of reality’. Those conditions also include existent ideas to be readily applied
and the insights of others for applying them. It is one thing for the Roman Republic to appear in history
books and another for modern actors to attempt to play those ancient roles.
For Ilyenkov, the philosophical concept of the ideal refers to the intellectual tools that
individuals use to impress order upon the chaos of their worlds. Human activity in the real world is the
‘demiurge’ of ideality and Ilyenkov agrees with Marx (2015: 14), who in an afterword to Capital,
described ideas as “nothing else than the material world reflected by the human mind, and translated
into forms of thought.” Since these activities are collective acts of co-operation, their ideal products
bear the imprint of social interaction. So, knowledge develops within communities, through the
interaction of people, rather than exclusively within the minds of isolated individuals. As such, it is
something that we experience as part of the external world, the environment we live within. Of course,
it is both distinct from the other elements of our environment and recognized as distinct. This explains
the origins of idealism which recognizes that knowledge is a “peculiar category of phenomena, having a
special kind of objectivity that is obviously independent of the individual with his body and ‘soul’” and
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which “fundamentally differs from the objectivity of things sensuously perceived... In this sense, the
ideal... already figures in Plato” (Ilyenkov, 2014: 29).
However, as the ideal has varied across time and place, our leading thinkers’ understandings of
it have developed, changing the way it is viewed by succeeding thinkers. Whereas Plato viewed the ideal
as a separate ontological realm populated by unalterable forms, Ilyenkov describes it as the constantly
developing collection of representations of reality that a culture has produced. To this category he
assigned various types of knowledge including the truths of mathematics, logic, morality, justice, forms
of social consciousness, and our scientific ideas about the ‘real’ world (Ilyenkov, 2014: 29-33).
A consistently materialist philosophy cannot simply ignore the ideal or treat it as an unimportant
epiphenomenon when it clearly is a sort of repository containing the rubrics or patterns to which we
consciously conform our actions. “Formally, this fact appears just as thinkers of the ‘Platonic line’
depicted it... An incorporeal form, controlling the fate of entirely corporeal forms, determining if they
are to be or not to be. A form like some immaterial yet all-powerful ‘soul’ of things. A form of which it
cannot be said where exactly it ‘exists’. Everywhere and nowhere in particular” (Ilyenkov, 2014: 62-63).
From our modern perspective, it appears that Plato was contemplating the great mystery of how a
collection of representations came to so dominate humanity, which we view as thoroughly material and
one natural species among many. For Ilyenkov, part of the basis of the idealist interpretation of the ideal
was its existence independent of the individual thinker’s mind and will. Since we are conscious that
these ideas exist not only within our own minds and not only within any other member of our society
considered as an individual, that is, they exist ‘everywhere and nowhere in particular’, we experience
them as existing outside of and independently of all of us and this interpretation enabled the traditional
ascription of the qualities of immutability and transcendence to them. The influence of society on the
individual is significant as shown by the individuals produced by different societies at different times.
Even our subjective streams of consciousness are composed of words from the languages we acquire
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from our society. In other words, society’s influence is felt in our most intimate and secretive space. Yet
this determination by external factors is less than total as our internalization of a portion of our culture’s
intellectual heritage enables each subjectivity to think for itself. While both Ilyenkov and Marx explicitly
refer to limits philosophers face in explaining human action, clearly any non-reductive explanation will
have to incorporate our subjective experience of our thoughts guiding our actions.18
An interesting hypothesis concerning how society influences us relates to the development of
our cognitive abilities. Although our species has existed in its current genetic form for tens of thousands
of years, only the humans of the last few thousand years transformed the world in ways visible in
historical and archaeological records. A possible explanation for why the last three millennia seem to
evidence a significantly faster rate of social change than beforehand is that the cognitive abilities
enabling this advancement first developed in the societies that existed in the first millennium BCE. Not

18

After a section in which he outlines his theory of how the beginnings of consciousness in children are prompted
by social stimuli, Ilyenkov (2014: 72) stops himself as he is leaving his area of expertise. “We shall go no further in
examining consciousness and will (and their relationship to ‘ideality’) because here we begin to enter the special
field of psychology.”
Similarly, immediately after Marx (1968) asserts that “The first premise of all human history is, of course, the
existence of living human individuals,” he declines to define their nature as doing so involves leaving the realm of
philosophy and trespassing on territory rightfully claimed by the various natural sciences. “Of course, we cannot
here go into the actual physical nature of man, or into the natural conditions in which man finds himself –
geological, hydrographical, climactic, and so on.”
Ilyenkov did not always stop at the border between philosophy and psychology. Those interested should part two
of Dialectics of the Ideal: Evald Ilyenkov and Creative Soviet Marxism by Alex Levant and Vesa Oittinen. In fact,
shortly after the passage from Dialectics of the Ideal quoted above, Ilyenkov (2014: 72) wrote, “Psychology must
necessarily proceed from the fact that between individual consciousness and objective reality there exists the
‘mediating link’ of the historically formed culture, which acts as the prerequisite and condition of individual mental
activity. This comprises the economic and legal forms of human relationships.”
He then quotes Soviet developmental psychologist, A.N. Leontyev: “Although language is the bearer of meanings,
it is not their demiruge. Behind linguistic meanings hide socially produced methods (operations) of activity, in the
course of which people alter and cognise objective reality. In other words, meanings represent the ideal form of
the existence of the objective world... disclosed in the aggregate of social practice. This is why meanings
themselves, that is to say, abstracted from their functions in individual consciousness, are by no means ‘mental’.”
‘Mental’ should here be understood in a sense closely related to its Latin origin, a reference to a part of an
individual’s head.
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coincidentally, perhaps, it was about 2,500 years ago that Plato created his philosophy. 19 In this section
of this chapter, I will discuss a hypothesis that suggests that the social relations of simple commodity
production were instrumental in the creation of cognitive faculties enabling the emergence of the
technical rationality that propelled humanity’s growing understanding of the world.
The development of simple commodity exchange entails the rudimentary beginnings of
economic value. Although value only reaches the pinnacle of its influence in developed capitalist society,
as early markets developed, they encouraged a ‘real abstraction’ within human cognition in which
dissimilar items were equalized. As trade became habitual, those engaged in this particular social
practice began to understand that a quantity of one category of good was worth a quantity of another.
This habit developed despite the absence of an observable quality shared by a certain number of cows, a
quantity of gold, and a quantity of wool. “Strictly speaking, of course, it is impossible that things so
different in kind should become commensurable” (Aristotle, 2002: 167).
Yet, trades require them becoming commensurable in specific quantities in accordance with
their value. Value thus “defies the standard philosophical criterion for what is real (as opposed to ideal):
an empirically-specifiable content. It is precisely the empirical emptiness of this abstraction that...
suggests a social origin for the non-empirical concepts... of ‘abstract quantity,’ ‘abstract time and space,’
‘abstract movement,’ and ‘strict causality’ [which] have real counterparts in elements of the act of
exchange” (Smith, 2014: 170-71; Sohn-Rethel 1978). Although value is something that cannot be seen or
experienced directly, but only indirectly, through its influence on exchanges as trade became habitual, it
became apparent that physically dissimilar things shared one real but imperceptible quality: a certain
quantity of value. Increasing familiarity with this reality inclines people to perform the mental

Conspicuously, many of the world’s most influential religions and philosophies developed in the same
millennium. Confucius and Lao Tzu seem to have appeared in China a little earlier than Plato. Zoroastrianism might
be somewhat older still. The Torah and the Bhagavad Gita as well as Buddhism are from roughly the same period
as ancient Greek philosophy.
19
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transformation of their product into a currency. Repeatedly equalizing dissimilar goods in one’s mind
requires abstracting from their physical qualities thereby forming an empirical antecedent for the
concept of ‘strict causality’ as making this abstraction entails asserting that the provision of a certain
quantity of one good entails obtaining another: a supposition that a subsequent exchange verifies. So, it
seems plausible to suggest that commodity exchange relations develop new cognitive abilities
associated with the emergence of a certain form of ‘abstract intellect’.
The practical conceptualization of “the world as being illuminated by universal properties and
forms becomes possible only when specificity and concreteness is being upset in everyday life”
(McNally, 2020). Since their inception, specific abstract cognitive abilities have taken on a life of their
own to some extent. They have propelled and accelerated humanity’s progressively developing
understanding of the world through the application of what Kant called the ‘categories of pure reason’ themselves a stimulus to natural-scientific inquiry. Moreover, their encouragement of abstract
philosophical and metaphysical enquiry about the ultimate nature of reality and the Divine which has
been worthwhile in itself, further developed these cognitive abilities, and additionally produced
innovations such as formal logic that aid the development of our technical understanding.
The Features of Ilyenkov’s Ideality
This chapter has been building toward a discussion of Ilyenkov’s conceptualization of ideality by locating
it within the historical context from which it emerged. A preliminary description of Ilyenkov’s ‘ideality’ is
that it is a society’s collection of representations of reality that its members have produced and that
subsequently guide them once internalized through education and experience in the broadest sense.
That is to say that societies produce a set of ideas that come to guide the actions of their members as
they are socialized. Of course, this second description reifies society unless ‘society’ is understood as a
shorthand for the collection of individuals, relations and activities from which social actors acquire their
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shared ideality: their ideas, values, ways of being, and so on. In the course of his argument, Ilyenkov
points to aspects of our relationship with ideality that helped idealist philosophies develop and that
continue to sustain them even now. For Ilyenkov (2014: 30), these murky origins of idealism led Plato to
pose the greatest philosophical puzzle: what is the relation between ideas and the other aspects of
reality?
Marx’s inversion of Hegel’s philosophy solved the puzzle. Hegel’s philosophy was necessary
because, rather than viewing understanding as the product of an isolated consciousness, his explanation
recognized understanding as the product of collective activity. According to Ilyenkov’s interpretation,
Marx based his concept of ideality upon the very similar distinction between the fleeting thoughts of an
individual and the relatively stable forms composing a culture’s set of ideas. This conception of ideas is
quite distinct from that of the empiricists for whom ‘idea’ is synonymous with any mental phenomena.
The contents of any individual consciousness are so variable that they may be treated as though they
are accidental; but collectively shared meanings must reflect aspects of reality.20 In the following
paragraphs I will describe how they are objective, while being formed through human activity, and how
they are experienced as a peculiar type of thing external to the individual mind, despite their
dependence on various individual minds for their existence.

Ilyenkov stresses not only the distinction between these two types of ‘ideas’ but also an important difference.
His theory concerns ‘ideality’, the contradictory unity being described in the quoted text that follows after the
symbol for this footnote. The contents of an individual mind are quite closely related to this social phenomenon.
He (2014: 50) wrote: “Consequently, purely for the sake of terminological accuracy, it is pointless to apply this
definition to purely individual mental states at any given moment. The latter, with all their individually unique
whims and variations, are determined in effect by the practically infinite interconnections of the most diverse
factors up to and including transient states of the organism and the peculiar features of its biochemical reactions
(such as allergies or colour-blindness, for instance), and, therefore, may be considered on the plane of socialhuman culture as purely accidental.”
20
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Before the problem of the connection between the ‘ideal’ and ‘material’ planes of existence
could be answered, it needed to be posed. The apparent connection and the resultant adequacy of our
ideas had to be brought into doubt:
The problem of the ideal has always been an aspect of the problem of the objectivity (‘truthvalue’) of knowledge, that is, the problem of precisely those forms of knowledge that are
conditioned and explained not by the whims of individual mental physiology, but by something
much more serious, something standing above the individual mind and entirely independent of
it. For example, mathematical truths, logical categories, moral imperatives and ideas of justice,
which are ‘things’ having a certain meaning for any mind, as well as the power to limit individual
whims... the universal norms of that culture within which an individual awakens to conscious life
(Ilyenkov, 2014: 29).

This passage recalls the graphic contrast with the Kantian separation of ideas and matter
discussed in the previous chapter. The case for the independence of ideas from objective reality was
always overstated, however this only becomes clear when the necessary connections are discerned. Of
course, the concern with those ideas and concepts put forward as the most adequate representations of
reality means that however poorly a single individual’s thoughts might represent reality, the degree of
inadequacy of an isolated individual’s thoughts is unimportant to Ilyenkov’s conceptualization of
ideality, because it is not concerned with the contents of any individual consciousness. Various
processes ensure the objectivity of the components of ideality. It is a universal condition of human
existence that “for each individual soul another soul is never and in no way directly given as ‘ideal’; one
soul confronts another only as a set of its own palpably-embodied, directly-material manifestations”
(Ilyenkov, 2014: 34). This means that even communication between two consciousnesses physically
located in different bodies ensures a correspondence between the world and our thoughts, as it
requires a mental representation to first become objectified in a physical representation (a spoken or
written word, a gesture, et cetera) and for its audience to connect the representation to some aspect of
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their reality in order to transform it back into a mental representation that may be understood. 21
Moreover, since these people must be assumed to be engaged in meaningful tasks, their experiences,
including the clash of ideas both with one another and reality, ensures that these ideas to some degree
adequately represent the world. “The question whether objective truth can be attributed to human
thinking is not a question of theory but is a practical question... [that is repeatedly posed and can only
be answered] in practice” (Marx, 1969).
As discussed in the second chapter, Kant himself recognized that both hegemonic ideas and
their potential replacements are constantly being corrected and thereby improved through human
interaction premised upon the advocacy of conflicting understandings. Hegel’s addition of experience as
the arbiter of truth to Kant’s combative understanding of the advancement of knowledge was based on
the recognition that at least some human souls must interact with reality. “The consciousness that toils
and serves attains by this means the direct apprehension of that independent being [being worked
upon] as its self” (Hegel, 1974a: 77). Marx’s materialism connects this labour to the natural, biological,
real human beings (rather than Hegel’s idealized humans). He suggests that a ruling class’s freedom
from physical labour was a necessary precondition before consciousness could “flatter itself that it is
something other than consciousness of existing practice, that it really represents something without
representing something real... [that it is independent of and isolated] from the world” (Marx, 2000).22

For Ilyenkov, this fact explains the emergence of philosophical solipsism as “coherent empiricism” which starts
from this isolated existence of individual consciousnesses and introduces only sensory knowledge cannot escape
“the impasse of solipsism” (Ilyenkov, 2014: 34) because we never directly experience another soul, only the other’s
bodily activities. It also points to the main limitation of empiricism: most of us accept the existence of things we
cannot perceive such as the minds or souls of others, causality, and that the world existed before human senses.
Truth must be consistent with experience but the search for truth not only should but actually does involve
postulating the existence of realities beyond one’s own direct experience. The activity of postulating such realities
and encountering support for them is part of experience, but it is a mental experience with only a minimum level
of sensory involvement, a level inadequate to describe it as sensory knowledge. If it were adequate, it would not
so often lead its most thoughtful adherents to solipsism.
22 Of course, the second of Marx’s ‘Theses on Feuerbach’ continues: “The dispute over the reality of thinking that is
isolated from practice is a purely scholastic question.” Marx is explicitly rejecting the idea of a standard of human
truth that stands outside of practice, that is, outside of the realm of experience.
21
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No amount of flattery, however, can separate a thought from the objective conditions of its creation any
more than a mind can be separated from a body. Ilyenkov augments Marx’s explanation of the origins of
philosophical idealism in human social conditions and experience by focusing on how ‘ideal forms’, key
constituent elements of ideality, like market prices, “have always arisen, taken shape and developed,
turned into something wholly objective, completely independent of anyone’s consciousness, in the
course of processes that occur not at all in the head, but always outside it – although not without its
participation... in the space of human culture” (Ilyenkov, 2014: 62).
Despite this affirmation of the objectivity of collective human thought, Ilyenkov also affirms the
more relativistic view that ideality is a feature of a particular society’s culture and as such is a product of
human labour or activity. Since we produce it and it then changes our experience of reality, he (2014:
58) likens it to a “stamp” we impress upon reality, rather than vice versa. For Ilyenkov, Marx’s
recognition of ideality’s ontological status as a product of the activity of real humans distinguishes his
dialectical materialism from earlier materialist philosophies such as that of the ancient Greek
philosopher Democritus. Whereas earlier materialist epistemologies posited that an important element
of learning occurred when “the geometrical outlines of a ‘thing’... was quite physically impressed on
man” (Ilyenkov, 2014: 49), Marx’s dialectical materialism views knowledge as created within the
multitude of relationships between the individual mind, the object becoming known, and the social
circumstances. The first of Marx’s ‘Theses on Feuerbach’ references the contradiction between ‘hitherto
existing materialisms’ which view the human animal passively, underappreciating the active role of
humanity in creating its knowledge and its world, and his materialism that incorporates the ‘active side’,
subjective human activity, or labour. Marx’s view of this contradiction as inherent not only in earlier
philosophies but in human experience and our relationship with the world should be recognized as
having been influenced by “the Hegelian interpretation of the ‘ideal’ and outside of this very specific
context its specific meaning is lost. And if one loses sight of this context... its actual specific meaning will
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acquire an entirely different, alien one... It is very often understood (interpreted) in a vulgar-materialist
spirit” (Ilyenkov, 2014: 37). That ‘spirit’ may pay lip service to the recognition of contradictions being
present in reality but is distinguished from Marx’s dialectical appreciation of the role of human activity
in creating knowledge. Its relatively passive epistemology is a direct effect of its regrettable assertion
that ideality is an unimportant epiphenomenon, while, for Marx and Ilyenkov, ideality has played a
central role in determining human social development. Human knowledge creation stamps reality with
ideal products we create through interaction with the elements of reality we perceive or discover.
Ideality ‘stands above the individual’ primarily because the individual does not create it. Rather,
one confronts one’s own society’s culture, including its understanding of the natural and social worlds,
from birth. Still, individuals in modern societies that have produced immense amounts of knowledge are
unable to internalize all of their society’s ideality so it cannot be something that exists within any
specific individual. Nor is it experienced that way. Instead, individuals experience and invoke it as an
external power or authority, and this is a significant part of the basis of the belief in the existence of the
ideal as an independent entity or substance.
Outside man and beyond him there can be nothing ‘ideal’. Man, however, is to be understood
not as one individual with a brain, but as a real ensemble of real people collectively realizing their
specifically human life-activity, as the ‘ensemble of all social relations’ arising between people
around one common task, around the process of the social production of their life. The ideal
exists ‘inside’ man thus understood, because ‘inside’ man thus understood are all the things that
‘mediate’ the individuals who are socially producing their life: words, books, statues, churches,
social clubs, television towers, and (above all!) the instruments of labour, from the stone-axe and
the bone needle to the modern automated factory and computer technology. In these ‘things’
the ideal exists as the ‘subjective’, purposeful form-creating life-activity of social man, embodied
in the material of nature. [And not inside the ‘brain’, as well-meaning but philosophically
ignorant materialists believe -E.I.] (Ilyenkov, 2014: 77)

Since the ideal is developed collectively and guides our collective actions, its existence is not localized
within a brain or even within all of our brains but becomes embodied in the world through our activity.
For example, my reader and I are only able to read the thoughts Ilyenkov contained in this quote
because he caused them to be present; their actual presence is a necessary condition for our reading.
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Similarly, when we drive, directing the vehicle requires that we interpret and respond to not only
consciously created road signs but also other technologies such as curbs and other vehicles. Similarly,
the desk I write at is not a table, but a desk that has consistently been interpreted as a desk since it was
created to be a desk, was marketed as a desk, and has been utilized as a desk. We inhabit a world
stocked with such objects that were consciously created to embody, to approximate, to function as
objects associated with particular ideas.
The process of socialization is largely the process whereby we internalize ideality. It is ongoing
throughout our lives as we never internalize all of ideality and ideality is consistently being developed,
changing, new additions appear while other elements become anachronistic. The socialization process
creates contemporary Canadians and Koreans while, historically, it created Vikings and Victorians.
Tragically, instances occasionally emerge in which abuse and the absence of agents of socialization
produced ‘feral children’ who, though biologically human, are so mentally undeveloped that they act in
a seemingly inhuman manner. In this way one’s social existence, the life they live, quite literally creates
their consciousness- ‘although not without our participation’ to paraphrase Ilyenkov above. One may
accept or reject elements of society’s ideality but this rejection itself implies some degree of
understanding, some degree of internalization of the ideas being presented to one. For instance, one
may embrace anti-racism but not without learning something of what racism is. However, it is obvious
that not all of those who learn about racism are thereby convinced of the need to mount a meaningful
fight against it. Instead, one’s social position and one’s overarching praxis play an important role in
determining not only if but how one challenges racism. So, although we can accept or resist ideality,
insofar as none of us control the thoughts of all others, ideality’s existence is independent of us as
individuals and both our active and passive internalization of it plays a central role in determining who
we become through socialization.
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In this section, I began by providing a preliminary description of Ilyenkov’s conception of ideality
and then detailed some of its most important features, namely that it is objective in the sense of
adequately representing reality, it is constructed through human creative agency, it exists in a cultural
space external to the members of society viewed as individuals, and it plays a central role in determining
who they become by being the ‘depository’ of ideas to which they are exposed. Below, I share one of
Ilyenkov’s more comprehensive descriptions of the series he provides in his essay ‘Dialectics of the
Ideal’. The next section of this chapter addresses how this conception of ideality may be located within a
Marxist analysis or critique. In the first portion of the following description, Ilyenkov emphasizes how
ideality is not the ‘stamp’ of nature on the mind but is a human product. The second portion describes
two types of ideal forms, that is representations or ideas. The first type is the collection of human
descriptions of nature or reality as it exists independently of humanity. The second type is a description
of our activities, the products of our activities, and of all things which are dependent upon us for their
existence. The third and fourth portions explain that ignorance of the distinction between the two types
of ideal forms causes their conflation under the ‘natural’ heading. Today, there are (at least) two
alternatives to labeling activity as purely the inevitable result of human nature. There is a Marxist
position premised on the interdependence of all aspects of social reality and the post-structuralist
position which insists on the independence of human agency from social conditions. Had Ilyenkov lived
to see post-structuralism become hegemonic in the Western academy, he might have added that the
very same conflation can prevent the recognition of natural phenomena as such. The last quarter of this
chapter explores this possibility through analysis of an article written by a repentant former social
constructionist.
Ideality is a characteristic of things, not as they are determined by nature but as they are
determined by labour, the transforming and form-creating activity of social man, his purposeful,
sensuously objective activity.
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The ideal form is the form of a thing created by social-human labour, reproducing forms
of the objective material world, which exist independently of man. Or, conversely, the form of
labour realised in the substance of nature, ‘embodied’ in it, ‘alienated’ in it, ‘realised’ in it and,
therefore, presenting itself to man, the creator, as the form of a thing or as a special relationship
between things, a relationship in which one thing realises, reflects another, in which man has
placed these things, his labour, and which would never arise on its own.
This is why man contemplates the ‘ideal’ as being outside himself, outside his own eyes,
outside his own head – as existing in objective reality. It is only because of this that he frequently
and easily confuses the ‘ideal’ with the ‘material’, assuming those forms and relations between
things that he created himself... as relations dictated by ‘laws of nature’.
[This tendency to view the ideal causes of human behavior as preexisting human
activity, as having another, mysterious origin is] the cause of all idealist Platonic-Hegelian
illusions. This is why the philosophical-theoretical refutation of objective idealism was achieved
only in the form of understanding of the actual role of the ‘ideal’ in human labour (2014: 76).

Marx’s Method Incorporates Natural and Social Influences and Conscious Responses
What distinguishes historical materialism from most other sociological theories is the independence or
autonomy that it accords to the development social phenomena from both the volition of actors and
‘natural’ factors, ‘natural’ here being understood as existing independent of intentional human activity.
Yet, Marxism is not alone in this. The philosophic lineage preceding Marx also recognized this type of
independence. Social development is not the result of either a single consciousness or even a consensus
amongst social actors. Rather, the course of history is decided through all forms of human action, all
forms of human co-operation and conflict. So, recognition of the roles that both subterranean and
unconcealed conflicts play in shaping history is present in both Kant’s intellectual war in which
theoretical positions change through debate and in Hegel’s description of the development of the
zeitgeist. Marx’s main philosophical contribution was his inversion of Hegel’s system and his
transformation of the system of representations constituting the zeitgeist into one of many historically
developing elements of material reality. Rather than being the ultimate cause of other social relations,
ideas are themselves simultaneously effects and causes insofar as they guide human action. They are a
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crucial aspect of the ongoing development of history, and the social sciences need to investigate facets
of that development from all necessary angles including, of course, the imperatives of prevailing social
relations of production.
In his article, ‘Against Dualism’, Murray Smith (2014: 113-148) provides a description of Marx’s
method as incorporating a system of inquiries based on consideration of three aspects of reality: the
natural, the social, and conscious activity. Ideality, as conceived by Ilyenkov, plays a significant role in all
three aspects and in their analysis. One can speak of a kind of ’natural metabolism’- that is to say, a
human collective metabolism or interaction with the rest of nature- which is the aspect of social life
characterized by the attempt to satisfy needs and achieve specific goals (whether in relation to
nonhuman nature or other human beings).23 It consequently includes the human body itself, nature
both as it exists before being transformed by human activity and the finished product of that
transformation, and what is known in Marxist theory as the ‘forces of production’. “The ‘forces of
production’ refer to the capacities that humans have devised to subdue nature, manipulate its laws,
[exploit its observed and theoretically cognized patterns in order to produce ’use values’ and achieve
human goals of any kind- TH] and reduce the burden of toil and material insecurity that afflicts
humankind” (Smith, 2014: 134). The capacities referred to would be the assorted technologies and
techniques that determine the productivity of labour and should, consequently, represent a portion of
ideality as defined by Ilyenkov. Both our bodily needs in the strictest sense and our needs acquired
through socialization as well as our bodily capacities, including the basis of empirical knowledge, our

Although the categories Smith uses are ’the natural, the social, and conscious activity’, I have elected to use
’natural metabolism’ instead of ’the natural’ both to avoid confusion with the totality of existence which I am
calling ’natural’ and to avoid misleading readers into thinking about what follows dualistically. While what Smith
constructs as external to ’the natural’ should not be viewed as unnatural, in my opinion, ’natural metabolism’
reinforces that humanity is involved in a process wherein all the parts are natural and some are made to satisfy
human needs, whether those needs immediately arise out of our corporeal organization (such as breathing), were
somewhat mediated by our social circumstances (such as when our breathing accelerates during exercises
performed in an effort to conform to society’s idealized body images), or when a need is almost exclusively the
product of socialization rather than the body itself (such as a preference for a particular form of music.)
23
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sensory capacities, and our cognitive abilities howsoever developed, are stimulants to the development
of our understanding of experienced reality. For Marx (2000), the pattern of necessity birthing invention
which, in turn, results in the creation of new needs is a pattern at the heart of the socialization process
as it profoundly shapes the activities one engages in. “This mode of production... is a definite form of
activity of these individuals, a definite form of expressing their life, a definite mode of life on their part.
As individuals express their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, coincides with their production,
both with what they produce and with how they produce.” Of course, capitalism’s dominance does not
mean that all contemporary production occurs within capitalist forms.24 Academics produce thoughts to
communicate either verbally or through written works so academics come to possess the characteristics
of thinkers. The activities one participates in shape one’s consciousness and their intellectual
development and affect one another. Moreover, this pattern can also be observed in groups as the
similarities cohering a group often relate to both the types of work they perform and the activities they
engage in outside of their paid work, their ‘personal’ goals and chosen paths to fulfilling those goals.
According to Smith’s interpretation of Marx, since society can develop independently of the
intentions, though not the actions, of its members, it should be analyzed as its own realm, irreducible to
either its natural origins or conscious, intentional activity. It is quite likely that neither of Marx’s
definitions of society that Smith presents will initially seem adequately defined or sufficiently developed.
The definitions are so comprehensive that they seem to include every conceivable human relationship in
their meaning. In a letter to the Russian literary critic Pavel Annenkov, Marx (1846; 1975) wrote, “What
is society, irrespective of its form? The product of man's interaction upon man.” Similarly, in The
German Ideology, Marx (2000; quoted in Smith, 2014: 135-36) described interactions stimulated by the

Examples of sports shaping one’s mind are common, but I will provide three for the purposes of explanation.
First, sports analogies and idioms such as 'Three strikes‘ and ’Dunking on someone’ are in the vernacular. Second,
they are an arena in which certain values including teamwork, commitment, and competitiveness may be taught.
Third, sports allow for practicing skills related to creative problem solving and the implementation of strategies.
24
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need to produce life as coming to appear “as a double relationship: on the one hand as a natural, on the
other as a social relationship. By social we understand the co-operation of several individuals, no matter
under what conditions, in what manner and to what end.” This definitional vagueness, its open-ended
status, has a definite advantage though, for it allows the researcher to define the social connections
between members of society through empirical study. It is worth noting that the second definition from
The German Ideology follows shortly after an exhortation to study and analyze the realities of social life
“according to the existing empirical data, not according to ‘the concept’” (Marx, 2000) as was done by
the Young Hegelians of the day. Since an element of vagueness remains in any definition, approaching
theory as a summary of experience entails approaching theoretical concepts as emerging from observed
realities, as understanding them through reference to these realities. By consciously aligning theory with
empirical findings, it can reflect the experience of variation in observations, the fact that social relations
in different societies actually do in fact differ. So, the question ‘What type of social bonds tie individuals
to one another?’ can only be answered through sublating the significant truths of an era’s social
sciences.
The social realm emerges from the co-operation of people simultaneously interacting with their
social and natural environment as it has been modified by human actions in order to satisfy their needs
and desires with less than complete knowledge of the consequences of their actions upon others.
Contemporary society is the largely unanticipated product following from the actions of everyone who
has ever lived. So, of course, it includes the various social relations and divisions of labour that we have
inherited. The flow of history has been produced by the interactions of individuals’ inadequate attempts
to ‘subdue the chaos’ inherent in the conditions confronting them through fractious co-operation. “The
tradition of all dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brains of the living” (Marx, 2010b).
These existing circumstances include Ilyenkov’s ideality, which social agents both utilize and resist. Aside
from providing technical teachings about the patterns of the world, ideality also elaborates our roles
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and defines expectations for how we should act and who we should be. Members of society receive
knowledge of this ideality through socialization and either accept or resist the ‘common sense’ (in the
Gramscian sense) that reproduces the ‘nightmare’ of history. All of the topics and issues studied by the
social sciences, all of the categories Kolakowski describes human consciousness as having created to
subdue nature at the beginning of this chapter, belong to this realm of reality; but that is not to say that
this realm of reality is viewed through a Marxist lens throughout the social sciences or that most social
scientists would readily accept that the social world develops relatively independently of the desires of
agents.
The social relationships of production and reproduction are key to any Marxist analysis. Early in
The German Ideology, Marx and Engels detail the ‘first premises’ of their method, which proposes that
co-operation in the pursuit of needs or goals creates the context within which consciousness emerges.
Individual consciousness is, in this sense, determined strongly by the circumstances of one’s existence
within a society. Society socializes us to be who we become. It provides a division of labor and guides or
coerces individuals into their place within it. In these and other ways it influences not only
consciousness but also how a society’s natural metabolism, its relationship with non-human nature and
the useful things found there develops. (Smith, 2014: 136-37)
The third realm Smith recommends Marxists analyze is the conscious activity of social actors.
Marxists should neither deny its existence nor treat it as a mere epiphenomenon of deeper causes.
Despite having emerged from a natural and social basis, consciousness cannot be reduced to the
conditions that produced it from which it possesses a degree of autonomy. The history humanity has
made at each moment presents each of us with a unique situation one needs to read and react to but
not without actively interpreting it. One’s comprehension and one’s interpretation of what one is
observing relies on the ideas one has inherited from one’s society’s ideality. Of course, one inherits
these ideas by actively recreating a portion of society’s ideality, building better approximations of what
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they are taught even as they modify and augment it. Our own thoughts, how we have manipulated the
symbols we have received and how we apply them to the reality before us, shape how we view the
options we perceive in the objective world. Our sense that we are free to choose any of these options
reflects an aspect of reality even while introspection and consideration of one’s own biography suggests
an explanation for that choice. At the least, one may choose between similar means of achieving similar
goals. A socialist is free to choose either seeking to reform capitalism to improve the lives of the
oppressed despite the oppression a socialist may see as inherent in the system or seeking to transcend
capitalism to create a genuinely equitable society.
The insistence on a link between real, objective conditions and human consciousness
distinguishes Marxist thought from that of anti-realist philosophies. Many of the ideas that are
hegemonic amongst those who consider themselves to be on the political left today emphasize how
progress toward general human emancipation is impeded by the presence of oppressive ideas within
our society and their transmission from the past to the present. For Ilyenkov (2014: 71-72), however,
the actual consciousness that a person develops and that explains their choices and the particular ways
in which they manipulate the symbols received from society emerge because empirically observable
social milieus compel the individual to develop in order
to control his [sic] own organic body in answer not [only] to the organic (natural) demands of this
body but to... the ‘rules’ accepted by the society in which he was born. Only in these conditions...
the individual becomes for the first time human... only through education, only through the
assimilation of the available culture... Consciousness only arises where the individual is
compelled to look at himself as if from the side with the eyes of another person only where he is
compelled to correlate his individual actions with the actions of another person... [The study of
consciousness] must necessarily proceed from the fact that between individual consciousness
and objective reality there exists the ‘mediating link’ of the historically formed culture, which
acts as the prerequisite and condition of individual mental activity.

An individual consciousness is formed at the nexus of ‘intersecting’ factors, but the history of
these factors is the history of society, not only the effects of others’ agency but their actions understood
in the most comprehensive sense. This mediating link between one’s cultural surroundings and one’s
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consciousness encourages the perception of some options and shapes the extent to which they attract
us while obscuring others. So, while much of Ilyenkov’s emphasis on the role of socialization in shaping
individual consciousness is consistent with the insights into the development of subjectivities afforded
by intersectional research preponderant amongst the political left today, there are aspects of his Marxist
understanding that distinguish it from this other understanding.
Why has Barbecuing become a ‘Masculine’ Activity?
In 1998 in ‘Finding a Place for Father: Selling the Barbecue in Postwar Canada’, Christopher Dummitt
argued that gender differences are merely cultural or ideal products. His 2019 article ‘Confessions of a
Social Constructionist’ describes itself as a mea culpa for his earlier work. In applying the ideas from this
chapter to the analysis of these articles, my goal is to demonstrate the merits of a naturalistic Marxist
approach rather than to argue for any given explanation of gender relations beyond that which is
already implicit in the ideas laid out above: all human activity is part of a development that has natural,
social, and conscious bases.
Although what I write primarily concerns Dummitt, it seems to have broader applicability.
Dummitt (2019) certainly sees his critique of his former position as having broad applicability because
his former position has decisively won “the ideological wars over gender and sex... [this article is] a mea
culpa for my own role in all of this, and a detailed critique about why I was wrong then, and why the
radical social constructionists are wrong now.” My argument is that Dummitt’s new and more
comprehensive position is still inadequate, for it remains based on the natural-material versus idealcultural dualism and excludes the possibility of what Smith labels the social realm developing
independently of both its natural basis and the conscious intentions and actions of social actors.
I will begin by critiquing the social constructionist position of Dummitt (1998). He attempted to
explain the sudden association of masculinity with barbecuing that developed in North America during
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the postwar period by arguing that it was an effort by those committed to the contemporary gender
relations status quo “to shore up their belief in the naturalness of gender differences,” which had been
assailed by “suffragists, women war workers, and others.” While developing this argument, Dummitt
explicitly suggested other potential causal factors but rejected their significance. Why would he do so?
The subsequent critiques attack the position that Dummitt (1998) adopted due to his rejection of factors
constructed as ‘natural’. Though Dummitt (2019) does not make these specific critiques, they seem
consistent with his disavowal of his former position.
Dummitt (1998) referenced that, in the postwar era, many men were former soldiers, who
presumably could be expected to have some experience cooking outdoors but stated that the skills
learned “need not have translated into their position as the family backyard cook.” While it is certainly
true that this development was the result of human choices and was not inevitable, the wartime cooking
experience possessed by many fathers and husbands of the time and even their related experiences
building controlled fires (which went unmentioned) were deemed unworthy of further treatment, as if
skills learned through one’s role in the broad wartime social division of labour, what Marxists consider
the crucially important social relations of production, were irrelevant to their presumed role in the
division of labour of private households. It seems quite likely that the skills acquired during the wars
influenced the response of social actors to the advent of barbecuing. In fact, it is conceivable that
barbecuing only caught on because these men had learned these skills through their wartime
experiences.
Also, Dummitt (1998) rejected the description of the outdoors as a ‘man’s domain’ as it was
typically coupled with an ahistorical and naturalistic explanation of the association between masculinity
and the outdoors, citing a 1955 Maclean's article written by a journalist named Thomas Walsh. Walsh’s
sociobiological claim explained the apparent strangeness of men choosing to cook by linking the popular
view of the outdoors as man’s natural domain to a supposed biologically inherited impulse. “Oddly,
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barbecue cooking has been taken over largely by the men, even within the family... One theory for the
increasing number of male cooks is simply that barbecuing is done outdoors, which is man’s natural
domain. It’s the same inherited impulse that makes him take over at a corn roast.” The young Dummitt
rejected not only this supposed impulse as an explanation of the development of the link between
masculinity and barbecuing but also the potential explanatory power of the preexistence of a link
between masculinity and the outdoors. Walsh’s claim that the outdoors is a masculine space seems
much more likely to be correct than his claim that it is due to the manifestation of an unmediated
‘inherited impulse’ presumably originating in human DNA. In this case, the explanation is likely to be a
cultural link established through prior human activity that would need to be researched. By contrast,
Dummitt (1998) referenced the construction of the indoors and particularly the kitchen as naturally
feminine spaces but rejected this as a causal factor. This preexisting social condition helps explain why in
the advertising of the postwar period men were constructed as lacking the skills requisite for cooking
inside the home and were, by humorous implication, relegated to cooking outdoors.
I applaud Dummitt (2019) for recognizing the necessity of considering variables he had
mistakenly rejected due to their construction as purely ‘natural’. He describes the doubts that led him
to change his position as having arisen mainly due to resistance to these ideas from common sense and
from his other social connections rather than from the intellectual war Kant described being waged
within the Ivory Tower, as “no one, at any point of my graduate studies, or in peer review, ever did
suggest otherwise—except in conversations, usually outside of academia. And so I was never forced to
confront alternative, biologically oriented explanations that were at least as plausible as the hypothesis
that I’d dressed up with the air of certainty.” It seems his view of culture as a sort of ‘unnatural’
influence was widespread within academia. In fact, Dummitt’s (2019) motivation for writing this article
is to expose what he sees as the excessive weighting academia gives cultural factors and the resultant
exclusion of ‘natural’ ones. Once he realized the apparent strength of the explanations he was
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encountering from outside academia, his intellectual honesty demanded he either choose between the
rival plausible explanations or create a synthesis based on these preliminary but contradictory positions.
Ilyenkov’s dialectic of the ideal, that is, Kant’s intellectual war, was ongoing, but, by the turn of this
century, many social scientists (or at least the works they published) had become committed to waging
only one side of it. Dummitt’s intellectual growth occurred in reaction to what was en vogue within
academic circles (in fact, he writes that his conversion happened only after he was fortunate enough to
have secured a tenure-track position) and was due to the broader society’s culture wars.
The two competing frameworks through which he understands the causes of gender relations
reproduce the familiar dualism of the natural versus the ideal or cultural. This should not be surprising
as, after all, the only things that exist, the only things that might scientifically explain social phenomena
are nature and human activity, a part of which he constructs as potentially unnatural. The mature
Dummitt’s criticism of his younger self’s conception of human activity as completely independent of
natural causes and ultimately motivated by power considerations is tantamount to a recognition of this
dualism and an insistence that both sides be considered in a comprehensive explanation. To his credit,
Dummitt seems to be attempting to reconcile the competing ideological claims of the two sides and this
has forced him to think at least somewhat dialectically.
Dummitt (2019) explains his former methodology:
First, I would point out that, as a historian, I knew that there was a great deal of cultural and
historical variability. Gender had not always been defined in the same way at all times and in all
places... How could you say that being a man or a woman was rooted in biology if we had
evidence of change over time? What’s more, I insisted that “there are no ahistorical foundations
for sexual difference rooted in biological or some other solid foundation that exists prior to being
understood culturally”...
Second, I would argue that whenever you came across someone saying that something was
masculine or something was feminine, it was never just about gender. It was always,
simultaneously, about power. And power was, and remains, a kind of magical word in
academia... So if someone denied that gender and sex were variable, if they suggested that there
really was something timeless or biological about sex and gender, they were really making
excuses for power. They were apologists for oppression.”
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And then, thirdly, I went looking for some explanation in the historical context that showed, at a
particular historical moment, why people in the past talked about something as either masculine
or feminine. History is a big place. And so there was always something to find.

In short, Dummitt’s methodology inclined him to interpret the presence of variation between
two popular conceptions or expressions of gender as evidence of the absence of an ‘ahistorical
foundation for sexual difference’. This was his basis for ultimately claiming that the discourse had
developed to defend power relations and that those repeating those forms of discourse were not simply
unwilling to part with the commonsensical view but were ‘apologists for oppression’. Finally, he would
search for evidence to support his claims. So, variation ‘proved’ there is no real basis to popular
conceptions of gender outside of power relations.
The first step in his methodology theoretically invalidates the possibility of a biological basis for
gender by establishing two interrelated criteria that those seeking to defend the traditional view that
gender is related to sexual differences that exist in human biology must overcome. Gender would have
to manifest in a uniform way across time and culture and would have to be defined in essentially the
same way, with little variability. But is this consistent with the study of phenomena that everyone seems
to agree are natural? A classic example of how different scientific understandings of natural phenomena
can be is the difference between Newtonian and modern physics which shows that the same undeniably
natural phenomenon has been understood in ways that are significantly different. According to
Dummitt’s (2019) explication of his earlier standard, the development of the scientific understanding of
physics ‘proves’ that the patterns of the physical world do not ‘exist prior to being understood’ by
human agents. My point is that even phenomena that preexist people are open to various
interpretations. Assuming my reader agrees that human actions are informed by their understanding,
the existent of divergent interpretations enables different responses and divergent social developments.
Moreover, assuming Dummitt’s (2019) description of his former method is not a strawman and
that his argument has real targets in the form of actual social constructionists employing sufficiently
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similar methods, the method shows how reducing aspects of the social to the natural side of the
dualistic divide between nature and culture functions to construct present social conditions as
invariable. Since variability is this method’s measure of what is natural and discourse is invariably about
social power, the worldview promoted by social constructionists contains a biologically deterministic
explanation, albeit a much more sophisticated form of biological determinism than that offered by
Walsh, the 1950s Maclean’s writer. Consequently, although Dummitt (1998) suggested that the sudden
popularity of barbecuing might have been the product of “an increased expectation that fathers be
more involved,” he ultimately rejected it. Dummitt (2019) explains “I claimed to know that this spatula
control was really about power more generally. ‘Can we view men’s involvement in domestic matters
[barbecuing] as one small step in a progressive evolution?’ I asked. No, of course not.”
While contemporary society seems dominated by a culture war in which discourse is frequently
consciously and unconsciously driven by the drive for power or advantage over others, one should not
extrapolate from this incomplete dataset to human nature. Extrapolating from present social conditions
to human nature involves making the hidden assumption that human nature cannot exist apart from
these conditions. An at least equally plausible explanation for the focus on power seems to be inherent
in the social antagonisms produced through centuries of class divided societies combining into this late
capitalist global society. If power is understood as the ability to transform the world and history has
produced societies populated with alienated individuals, the appeal of power to these solitary souls is
obvious. What hope, however, can one have of establishing a better society if they deny even the
possibility that a father might cook and spend time with his family out of love? Or is his conscious
experience of love merely a façade masking his real desire for power? Nihilistic perspectives may seem
critical, but defeatism that constructs the failings of our society as both inevitable and immutable is an
obstacle to be overcome in the struggle for progress. How could society progress if all social interactions
were simply plays for power?
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However, it seems that Dummit (2019) remains committed to variability as an indicator of
whether a natural basis exists for gender practices or other social phenomena. In his critique of his
former social constructionist position on gender differences, he described empirical studies as showing
“slight variability with a degree of central consistency. Ideas about men as providers, risk-takers, and
those with a special responsibility for protection and warfare, seem to be fairly consistent throughout
history and cultures. Yes, there are variations over the life cycle, and some cultural and historical
particularities. But if you didn’t start your research assuming that the small differences must matter
greatly, it’s not clear that you would conclude this from the evidence.” So, while Dummitt has come to
champion the idea that biological or natural differences cause gender practices with some role for social
mediation to be determined, he remains convinced that variability (or its absence) is the best criterion
for determining what is ‘natural’. Implicit in his acceptance of this criterion is an understanding of
people as capable of acting unnaturally. Social constructions are presented as ‘unnatural’ influences, a
notion consistent with ontologies that exclude thought from nature.
Dummitt’s (1998) social constructionist position portrayed those advocating sociobiological
explanations as ‘apologists for oppression’ who were, perhaps unwittingly, ‘making excuses for power’
rather than articulating descriptions of plausible explanations for elements of reality. Dummitt (2019)
describes how his younger self addressed the common opinion that “Reasonable people [who] might
readily admit that some—and maybe a lot—of gender identity is socially constructed, but did this really
mean that sex doesn’t matter at all? Was gender solely based on culture? Yes, I would insist.”
Accordingly, Dummitt (1998) opposed simplistic naturalistic claims and argued that gender is a product
of the effect of power on the ideas promoted within a culture lest his knowledge creation also become a
defense of the injustices of the status quo. Yet, as described above in the section outlining Smith’s
(2014) interpretation of Marx’s method, the conflation of human activity with the ideal elides the
unintentional and unrecognized aspects of human activity. “Dualism in social theory involves a specific
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form of reductionism... the social aspects of the human conditions are understood to be either the
immutable manifestations or epiphenomena of the natural laws of the material universe... or an
objectification of [thought]… all dualisms remain committed to the idealist proposition that mind, ideas,
and spirit can and do exist apart from the domain of the ‘material-natural’” (Smith, 2014: 137-38).
Similarly, the dualistic assumption of Dummitt’s (2019) position has been revealed insofar as he
continues to see variance as proof of ‘unnaturalness’ and a lack of variance as proof of naturalness.
While Dummitt (2019) should be applauded both for having the intellectual honesty to recognize the
limitations of his former position and for courageously critiquing it, the synthesis he seeks to create is
limited by his view of nature and culture as opposing categories. In reality, these two categories are
simply different. It is only within the realm of theory and the discourse of the culture wars that they
become metaphysical opposites.
Ultimately, however, we cannot conclude without referencing the relationship between
Dummitt’s (2019) position and the broader social and historical conditions from which it emerged. That
society certainly featured a large number of working men who wanted to be breadwinners and the head
of the household. It is unquestionable that they wanted their wives to remain as housewives but they
also wanted to barbecue for various reasons. Though empirical study is needed to verify these
possibilities, those reasons likely included whatever joy they found in the activity itself, whatever
benefits they incurred through lessening their wives’ cooking duties, perhaps some measure of nostalgia
for their soldiering days, and so on. Additionally, both the postwar society Dummitt (1998) described
and our contemporary society are the products of a long historical succession of class-divided societies.
These societies
have provided continuous and systematic reinforcement to the dualist worldview. These
conditions include the division of intellectual and manual labour, which is... initially associated
with the emergence of state religions and priesthoods... and, most recently, the functional
imperative of capitalist society to create a relatively free space for the progress of modern
science (as the indispensable means of raising the productivity of labour and furthering the
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accumulation of capital), while also preserving a role for religion and superstition in pacifying the
subaltern classes. (Smith, 2014: 119)

All of this produces a tendency among members of capitalist society for existent social relations to
become reified and treated as immutable. These are extremely difficult hurdles for people whose
perspectives have been profoundly shaped by them to overcome. As Bertell Ollman and Tony Smith
(quoted in Smith, 2014: 113) wrote “There are serious limits to how dialectical our thinking can become
in capitalist society... [given] its reified social forms.” We are, instead, inclined to see the world as static,
without development, or developing only in mechanical ways akin to the simplicity of the collisions of
billiard balls. Rather than locate social phenomena within a metanarrative and observe the development
that produces them from their most distant to their most immediate causes understanding the
importance of each moment in turn, there is instead (see Francis Bacon in footnote above) a tendency
to skip this development and spring to ultimate metaphysically categorized causes.
Conclusion
Our species has been transforming the world piece by piece. This transformative labour both directly
transforms us and creates the environments that foster us. This chapter began by telling a part of our
species’ intellectual history, the story of the development of our present cognitive capacities. It is
possible that the explosion of ideas that has occurred over approximately the last 2,500 years, a
development that has formed us into who we are, was ignited by the ‘real abstraction’ inherent in
simple commodity exchange. For Ilyenkov, this historical development is the answer to the great
philosophical question Plato posed concerning the relationship between ideas and other aspects of
reality. Ilyenkov saw ideality as shaping who one becomes by providing an accessible understanding of
reality within one’s experienced reality. Although culture is originally a human creation, this worldly
origin is obscured by it confronting each individual as part of their external reality. The process of being
socialized and acquiring one’s own culture preformed within a specific social environment mystifies the
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origins of culture, giving it a timeless and immutable appearance. Next, I synthesized Ilyenkov’s
understanding of ideality with Smith’s interpretation of Marx’s social ontology and method. Dummitt’s
interesting articles were used as a case study to show the power of Marx’s dialectical method. By
emphasizing the contradictory unity of reality, Ilyenkov’s monism reveals the fundamental flaw in
Dummitt’s attempted synthesis of different but only conceptually discrete factors. The next chapter
discusses the role of the development of ideality in the ‘economic’ side of Marx’s social ontology.
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Chapter 4: Knowledge is Power
“Consciousness is at first, of course, merely consciousness concerning the immediate sensuous
environment and consciousness of the limited connection with other persons and things outside
the individual who is growing self-conscious. At the same time, it is consciousness of nature,
which first appears to men as a completely alien, all-powerful and unassailable force... just
because nature is as yet hardly modified historically... Here, as everywhere, the identity of nature
and man appears in such a way that the restricted relation of men to nature determines their
restricted relation to one another, and their restricted relation to one another determines men's
restricted relation to nature.” - Marx, The German Ideology

Since our original position of relative ignorance, humanity has developed ideality, that is, we have
accumulated significant stores of knowledge about the typical functioning of observed phenomena and
have utilized that knowledge of natural patterns to develop techniques and technology to transform the
world. Historically, a social division of labour emerged with different roles for different classes and
genders, not to mention races and nations. Prior to the advent of capitalism, class divided societies were
generally characterized by more direct and transparent exploitation of the labour of direct producers
who were required to either labour on behalf of the ruling class or transfer a product of their labour to
them.
The general economic circumstances of such precapitalist societies are relatively simple to
understand. Direct producers utilized their culture’s understanding of nature to mix their labour with
what nature bestowed and a ruling class appropriated a portion of their product. Compared to today,
the economic lives of social groupings of direct producers were relatively autarkic as extensive trade
relations had either not developed or, as in the case of medieval Europe, formerly existent relations had
been extinguished. Generally, the direct producers possessed little other than the products of their own
labour and even those only until when they were consumed. Whatever their quality and quantity of
production, their consumption motivated and was comparable to their production (less the portion
appropriated by their rulers). The techniques in production were based on applying their society’s
ideality, its understanding of the world, to transform reality. The relations between these societies and
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their produced wealth are simple: they have what they devote their time and knowledge to producing
until it is either taken from them or they wear it out.
Additionally, the portion of the social product that was exploited by the ruling class was rarely
spent on investing in a ‘more prosperous tomorrow’ as contemporary elites often claim. Instead, Marx
and Engels (2004: 16) wrote that: “Conservation of the old modes of production in unaltered form, was,
on the contrary, the first condition of existence for all earlier industrial classes.” Though this might have
been an overstatement, the rate of productivity increases in all human societies was relatively muted
compared to what modern people have become accustomed to. Earlier ruling classes tended to defend
the conventions of their societies and thereby ensured that a similar rhythm of life persisted across
generations.
However, the rate of ideality’s growth accelerated a few hundred years ago with the rise of the
bourgeoisie. This class “has been the first to show what man’s activity can bring about. It has
accomplished wonders far surpassing Egyptian pyramids, Roman aqueducts, and Gothic cathedrals...
The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred years, has created more massive and more
colossal productive forces than have all preceding generations together [by subjecting] Nature’s forces
to man” (Marx & Engels, 2004: 16-17). Without the use of any magic, the bourgeoisie has performed a
miracle. As before, a particular amount of labour is performed at a particular skill level utilizing
particular techniques and workers retain a portion of their product for their consumption but,
somehow, the result is different. Given the starkness of the contrast with earlier productive methods,
the explanation cannot merely be the lengthening of the day or an increased level of exploitation but is
instead mainly to be found in the progressive enhancement of productive forces, in the technical
application of a steadily improving scientific understanding. Many apologists for the capitalist status quo
claim that bourgeois leadership, their conscious willingness to take risks and create new productive
techniques, was the secret to this transformation. Marx seems to have agreed that the rule of the
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bourgeois creates quite a different society but sought the secret to scientific and economic growth in
the social structures inherent to capitalist production.
What is Capitalism and How does it Promote Productivity Enhancement?
Smith (2014: 19) defines capitalism in terms of three overarching relations of production, each of which
contributes to this growth of productive forces. The first defining characteristic of capitalism is an
institutional environment wherein economic actors are formally equal and free of laws, traditions, or
threats of force that compel the sale of any commodity. The formal equality of capitalist institutions
differs from the institutionalized inequality of the class-antagonistic modes of production it has
replaced. Where the latter were structured around compulsory transfers of wealth from the direct
producers to their ‘social betters’ (relations of direct domination), no one in a ‘pure’ capitalist
marketplace is positioned to coerce another into accepting less than the market price. This formal
equality and the absence of socially legitimized claims on the labour of others acts as an imperfect check
on poor craftsmanship and as an impetus to its gradual improvement. If a consumer or investor is
dissatisfied by a goods or service provider, they can take their business elsewhere.
In practice, however, this formal equality contrasts with the lived experiences of many people
who face various forms of oppression. Despite the ubiquity of ‘non-economic’ forms of oppression and
inequities throughout the history of capitalism, I would argue that, like the creation of ideas driving
productivity enhancement itself, the historically observable development of the forms these
oppressions assume has been heavily influenced by capitalism’s functioning. While it would be
inconsistent for a monist to argue for the absolute independence of any phenomenon from another,
particularly for the independence of capitalism and any of the relationships constituting the global
market and modern global society, developing an understanding of capitalism requires abstracting from
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phenomena that are less central to it as a mode of production.25 If capitalism could not be
conceptualized and understood reasonably clearly without their consideration, such conceptualizations
would not be so popular among liberals and the liberal claim that these oppressions can be eliminated
within a capitalist framework would not be so appealing among those who face these oppressions. Marx
(2015: 123) captured this contradiction between the promise of formal equality and lived inequalities in
a sarcastic description of the market as “a very Eden of the rights of man. There alone rule Freedom,
Equality, Property and... [all economic actors] work together to mutual advantage, for the common weal
and in the interest of all.”
The second social-relational characteristic of capitalism is one that is central to its functioning:
an exploitative relationship between the bourgeois class owning the means of production and the
working class, the direct producers. Since workers have “no means of production of their own, [they] are
reduced to selling their labour power in order to live” (Marx & Engels, 2004: 14). Capitalism is
distinguished from other class divided societies by the positioning of the superficially consensual sale of
labour power at the heart of its form of exploitation. Workers are free to sell their labour power to any
capitalist they choose- or else face potentially substantial consequences for their quality of life.
Consequently, the market price for labour power that the working class is forced to accept is lower than
the value of their product. As is well known, for Marxists, this difference between the value workers
create and the value represented in their wage is the origin of profit. What seems to be less commonly
appreciated is that Marx saw the repeated reinvestment in production of as much as possible rather
than miserly hoarding of wealth as the secret to the capitalist’s wealth - and the workers’ immiseration.
“Fanatically bent on making value expand itself, he ruthlessly forces the human race to produce for

Although a comprehensive treatment of this topic is outside the scope of this thesis, the portion of this chapter
outlining two Marxian macroeconomic systems will discuss how capitalism’s expansion benefited from the
Western appropriation of wealth accumulated outside of the capitalist system.
25
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production’s sake; he thus forces the development of the productive powers... but at the same rate as
he squeezes out the labour-power of others, and enforces on the labourer abstinence from all life’s
enjoyments” (Marx, 2015: 417-18). Despite the rhetorical flourish which claims that the capitalist thirst
for wealth deprives labourers of enjoying anything at all, Marx is clearly asserting that capitalists enrich
themselves by compelling workers to work for longer than is necessary to support themselves. Workers
work for capitalists.
Lastly, capitalist production is performed by various companies, each with its own management.
Although they cooperate and supply one another, inter-capitalist competition apportions the surplus
value exploited from the working class. This competition tends to incentivize the development and
utilization of ideas that increase productivity as, generally, more efficient use of productive inputs leads
to more profit. The market is seen as sending signals to agents and encouraging certain behaviors or
actions. Marx shared Adam Smith’s view that these inducements structured the context within which
increasing levels of job specialization enabled higher levels of productivity. This process underlies the
opening sentence of the first chapter of Smith’s (2007) ‘The Wealth of Nations’ wherein he asserted that
the “greatest improvement in the productive powers of labour, and the greater part of the skill,
dexterity, and judgment with which it is anywhere directed, or applied, seem to have been the effects of
the division of labour.” The role individual capitalists or their agents play in the management of firms,
that is, the fact that the development of the social division of labour relies upon their recognition of
opportunities for profit-making and their command of workers, serves to obscure the centrality of
exploitation to the system and is the basis for the impression among many oppressed workers that the
rich are deserving of their place in society and that their success is due to their own merits and
ingenuity.
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What can Robinson Crusoe’s Management Style Reveal about Production?
I chose to exclude the labour theory of value from the foregoing brief description of Marx’s conception
of capitalism because, for Marx, the concept of value does not merely relate to capitalism and market
relations. Instead, value is grounded in humanity’s metabolic relationship with the other things in
nature, that is, the concept reflects the phase wherein work is performed in order to transform what
nature bestows into the things we need and desire. Consequently, an appreciation of the time necessary
to produce something and other antecedents of the labour theory of value can be found in pre-capitalist
societies.26 When a youthful liberalism was still innocent and fighting for freedom from feudal
oppression, its leading theorists embraced a similar view of work. For example, John Locke described
private property as a product of what C.B. Macpherson (1980: xvi) termed ‘possessive individualism’ and
labour. For Locke (1690, 1980: 19), “every man has a ‘property’ in his own ‘person.’ This nobody has any

In his ‘Introduction to Marxist Economic Theory’, Ernest Mandel (1967) offers this formula for the growth of the
importance of regulating labor time and a few descriptions of antecedents to the labor theory of value:
“[T]he more generalized commodity production becomes, the greater the regulation of labor and the more society
becomes organized on the basis of an accounting system founded on labor.
“When we examine the already fairly advanced division of labor within a commune at the beginning of
commercial and craft development in the Middle Ages, or the collectives in such civilizations as the Byzantine,
Arab, Hindu, Chinese and Japanese, certain common factors emerge. We are struck by the fact that a very
advanced integration of agriculture and various craft techniques exists and that regularity of labor is true for the
countryside as well as the city, so that an accounting system in terms of labor, in labor-hours, has become [a]
force... There are Indian villages where a certain caste holds a monopoly of the blacksmith craft but continues to
work the land at the same time in order to feed itself. The rule which has been established is this: when a
blacksmith is engaged to make a tool or weapon for a farm, the client supplies the raw materials and also works
the blacksmith’s land during the whole period that the latter is engaged in making the implement. Here is a very
transparent way of stating that exchange is governed by an equivalence in work-hours.
“In the Japanese villages of the Middle Ages, an accounting system in work-hours, in the literal sense of the term,
existed inside the village community. The village accountant kept a kind of great book in which he entered the
number of hours of work done by villagers on each others’ fields... At the end of the year, the exchanges had to
balance...
“There is another example which gives us a direct insight into this accounting system based on labor-time: the
conversion of feudal rent from one form to another. In feudal society, the agricultural surplus product could take
three different forms: rent in the form of labor (the corvée), rent in kind, and money rent.
“When a change is made from the corvee to rent in kind, obviously a process of conversion takes place. Instead of
giving the lord three days of labor per week, the peasant now gives him a certain quantity of wheat, livestock, etc.,
on a seasonal basis. A second conversion takes place in the changeover from rent in kind to money rent...
“The landlords – you can depend on them! – were careful to see to it when the conversion was made that the
different forms of rent were closely equivalent.”
26
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right to but himself. The ‘labour’ of his body and the ‘work’ of his hands, we may say, are properly his.
Whatsoever, then, he removes out of the state that Nature hath provided and left it in, he hath mixed
his labour with it, and joined to it something that is his own, and thereby makes it his property.”
In section 4 of the first chapter of volume one of Capital entitled ‘The Fetishism of Commodities
and the Secret Thereof’, Marx employs the example of Robinson Crusoe in order to reveal how value
structures humanity’s relationship with the world. After sarcastically describing how the trade relations
of capitalism ‘abound in metaphysical subtleties’, ‘theological niceties’, and send us to ‘the mistenveloped regions of the religious world’ in search of a fitting analogy for their power over humanity,
Marx describes Crusoe as having occupied a special place in the minds of political economists, as the
island setting is stripped of the artifice of social relations to reveal humanity’s relationship with nature.
Of course, Daniel Defoe created Crusoe in an intellectual milieu shaped by an ascendant capitalist class
amongst whom Locke’s writings had resonated. Accordingly, Crusoe was the image of the petty
bourgeois of his day. That is to say, he was a serious and independent proprietor who, for efficiency’s
sake, conscientiously managed his finite resources, in particular his time, in a stock book. “Necessity
itself compels him to apportion his time accurately between his different kinds of work... depend[ing] on
the difficulties, greater or less as the case may be, to be overcome in attaining the useful effect aimed
at” (Marx, 2015: 50).
What form of ‘Necessity compels’ Crusoe? As Defoe’s representation of a regular man in an
irregular situation, Crusoe must perform definite labours to provide himself with definite forms of
sustenance; but was he truly compelled to practice accounting? More likely, Crusoe’s management style
was overdetermined by not only the advantages Defoe found in planning one’s activities but also by
Defoe himself being an Englishman and imagining Crusoe as representing one. Although Crusoe is
separated from other Englishmen, he carries English culture, English ideality, within him. Crusoe’s
application of an accounting system inspired by a simple labour theory of value is motivated by both his
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(or Defoe’s) socialization and also by his need to manage his relationship with nature in some way. It
does not spring preformed from the human genome or a metaphysical law but develops from Defoe’s
consideration of how a contemporary Englishman might have met his needs on a tropical island.
In Capital, Marx likens families and communal societies sharing the means of production to
Crusoe in that class-based exploitation is absent from all three. Though the potential exists for the
division of labour in families and these communities to be inequitable, their collective relationship to
their natural environment is clearly analogous to that of Crusoe: they each have a certain amount of
work they deem worth doing that requires a certain amount of time and the assigning of tasks is clearly
a human choice. That choice itself is best explained not as the product of an immutable law but as the
result of a social development. Similarly, the productive relations of feudalism can be understood fairly
simply. For Marx, there is nothing about them that is inherently mystifying, and the exploitation is
reasonably transparent. Each of these social groupings, whether composed of one person or far more,
has a finite amount of potential labour at its disposal and must meet its needs through its
apportionment.
Capitalism, however, is ostensibly distinguished by the apparent absence of any collective
means by which society as a whole consciously determines what labour is to be performed.
Consequently, the manner in which labour is apportioned within capitalism is a combination of
microeconomic planning and macroeconomic development. At the microeconomic level, company
managers plan how to allocate productive inputs including labour. However, macroeconomic
phenomena are the result of the development produced by these microeconomic actions, what Marx
described in an 1846 letter to Pavel Annenkov cited in the previous chapter as “The product of man's
interaction upon man”, rather than the result of a conscious decision-making process. The science of
political economy was necessary to discover that “The determination of the magnitude of value by
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labour time is therefore a secret, hidden under the apparent fluctuations in the relative values of
commodities” (Marx, 2015: 49).
Neither Marx nor I argue for a perfect correspondence of values and prices at the
microeconomic level as they clearly do not perfectly match. Even the macroeconomic argument that
follows only needs a rough correspondence between values and prices in the comparison between the
aggregate price of capital to aggregate profit and wages. If over time these aggregates tend to move as
Marx predicted, his theory describes reality and arguably the underlying mechanism is the cause of the
stagnation of the last several decades. A hypothetical empirical study showing that the extra labour
required to sell beer inside a stadium versus at a bar located near the stadium does not justify the
increase in its price would refute neither the labour theory of value nor the tendency of the rate of
profit to fall.27

27

While an in-depth examination of the relationship between prices and labor values is outside of the scope of this
chapter, it is worth noting that Marx uses two metaphors to express the relationship between prices and value.
First, he describes prices as oscillating around values. Variations of the word ‘oscillation’ appear 11 times in Capital
with the first six and the final usage all describing the movement of prices. His basic idea is that although prices
usually deviate from values, these deviations are not so significant as to rule out treating prices as equivalent to
value. For instance, this first usage is found in the following: “If prices actually differ from values, we must, first of
all, reduce the former to the latter, in other words, treat the difference as accidental in order that the phenomena
may be observed in their purity... The continual oscillations in prices, their rising and falling, compensate each
other, and reduce themselves to an average price, which is their hidden regulator.” (Marx, 2015: 118)
The other metaphor employed is that prices are described as oscillating around a center of gravity. For Marx (2015:
49), despite "all the accidental and ever fluctuating exchange relations between the products, the labour time
socially necessary for their production forcibly asserts itself like an over-riding law of Nature. The law of gravity
thus asserts itself when a house falls about our ears.” So, how might one relate this to empirically observed prices,
for example, the price of beer at a ballgame?
The beer’s price oscillates around some average, but, given its deviation from the typical price, the price is clearly
not equivalent to the labor value. The ability of the ballpark beer to ‘defy gravity’ seems much more likely to relate
to monopoly power. However, this deviation is of little significance to the remainder of this chapter which will
mainly focus on the rate of profit the capitalists enjoy. If the consumer purchasing the beer is a worker, this
purchase represents a small addition to the value exploited in production and thereby raises the rate of profit. If
the value being lost by the consumer is already surplus value, the aggregates will be unaffected.
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If Capitalism is Productive, Why is it Prone to Crises?
Capitalists begin with money and a desire to grow that money. To do so, they buy various vendibles with
the intention of selling them again later. Given the volatility of market prices, some savvy investors need
not necessarily own a firm in which the actual production of commodities occurs to make a profit.
Instead, they can ‘buy low’, wait for prices to change, and ‘sell high’. However, a society cannot live
without producing and capitalist production is typified by companies buying commodities, transforming
them through labour, and selling the product for a profit. At each step, the possibility of profit-making is
endangered. If the capitalist is unable to find the necessary commodities for production at acceptable
prices, production cannot carry on. Production may also be adversely affected when there is a sudden
drop in effective demand for the finished product. Such eventualities occur because, although
companies are dependent upon one another as suppliers and customers, the management of each is
distinct and coordination between them is typically limited. This diffusion of managerial control coupled
with interdependence exposes the system to dangers from various forms of disruption. The ongoing
coronavirus pandemic is a very topical example of what economists call an exogenous shock28 meaning
an event that triggers a sudden crisis despite, ostensibly at least, occurring outside of the capitalist
mode of production.

Of course, simply calling it ‘exogenous’ does not mean that it cannot be traced to a source within the system.
Rather this word choice reflects the ontological viewpoint of mainstream economics which supposes that a
boundary can be drawn around those human actions directly relating to money exchange. Inside this boundary is
‘the economy’ and the rest of reality including society is outside. According to this way of thinking, any sequence
of events forming a causal chain beginning within the boundary, exiting, only to reenter can be categorized as an
‘exogenous’ event.
It is, as I wrote above, “inconsistent for a monist to argue for the complete independence of any phenomenon
from another, particularly for the independence of capitalism and any of the relationships constituting the global
market and modern global society.” The deepening of the connections between China and the global capitalist
market since the late 1970s ensures that recent Chinese social development cannot be fully explained without
reference to the development of capitalism. Assuming that the coronavirus can indeed be traced to a market in
China, the business practices employed there are subject to the same need to ‘efficiently’ use labor resources to
ensure commodities sell at competitive prices. Moreover, the virus was transmitted around the world not by precapitalist modes of transportation but via modern, capitalist airlines. Consequently, the origins of this disease are
linked to capitalism and cannot be viewed as having an ‘exogenous’ origin.
28
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Marxists, however, argue that capitalist crises have endogenous origins, and, particularly, they
have often sought the origin of crises in systemic causes limiting demand. Rosa Luxemburg, for example,
argued that the constricted consumption of the working-class results in a persistent demand gap that
would limit capitalist accumulation were it not filled by “buyers outside of capitalist society who
continually buy more from it than they sell to it... [however, this cannot persist forever and] as
capitalism expands to cover the globe, the non-capitalist milieu shrinks correspondingly, and with it
shrinks the prime source of accumulation” (Shaikh, 1978: 228). Although the explosive growth of
capitalism since then has shown that the existence of this demand gap is not a threat to capitalist
accumulation, Luxemburg’s theory is not baseless. It is true that the appropriation of the despoiled
wealth of what became the Global South fueled both the West’s colonial expansion and capitalism’s
spread. Moreover, now that capitalism’s conquest of the entire world is nearly complete, its ability to
benefit from its relations with the non-capitalist world is severely limited, and growth has slowed. Yet,
since growth continues, albeit at a slower rate, those who wish to take a scientific rather than an
ideological approach to explaining the persistence of crises must examine the patterns concealed within
the capitalist production processes encouraging this immense accumulation of wealth.29
How can Capitalism’s Promotion of Productivity be a Problem?
The fundamental cause that has led to the capitalist stagnation of the last several decades is to be found
not in a lack of consumption but on the supply side. The simple but counterintuitive explanation is that
crises can be generated by an overaccumulation of capital relative surplus value, which lowers the rate
of profit.30 The rate of profit (or return on investment) is the very simple ratio between the surplus value

For an illuminating discussion of the strengths and limitations of these demand side theories of crises, please see
Anwar Shaikh’s ‘An Introduction to the History of Crisis Theories’.
30 My understanding of the theory outlined in this section is based on Ernest Mandel’s ‘An Introduction to Marxist
Economic Theory’, Anwar Shaikh’s ‘An Introduction to the History of Crisis Theories’, Michael Roberts’ The Long
Depression and his blog, ‘The Next Recession’. Most importantly, I am indebted to Murray Smith’s Invisible
29
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extracted in the current year and the current value of surplus value still remaining from previous years
employed in production. The immediate objection that comes to mind when one suggests this, however,
is why would the capitalist class allow this to happen? If they are so singularly focused on creating
profits, how can investments made to increase profits actually lower them? The short answer is that
they are focused on creating profits for their own company with little regard for the effects of their
actions on others. There is a contradiction between the incentives encouraging companies to invest in
the pursuit of profit and the macroeconomic effect of these investments on the average rate of profit.
The contradictory effects of the growth of a single company’s capital, higher profits for them coupled
with a fall in the average rate of profit, prompted Marx (2010a: 176) to write that, “The real barrier of
capitalist production is capital itself.”
Capitalists do not simply profit in direct proportion to the exploitation of their own employees.
Rather, capitalists compete to secure a portion of the pool of surplus value exploited from the working
class as a whole. Since competition determines each company’s allotment of surplus value, firms are
incentivized to employ more labour-saving productive methods. Although switching to these techniques
often involves making large investments upfront, the initial expense is justified based on the anticipated
profits to be earned through reducing the costs of production on a per unit basis. This seems wonderful,
as it reflects labourers being aided by additional technology and a resultant increase in productivity that
could be the basis of a higher living standard for everyone. However, if a key element of the labour
theory of value is valid, if aggregate prices reflect the total labour performed in capitalist commodity
production, then the ratio of the new value being created to the value of this decades-long
accumulation of capital will decrease. In other words, if nothing else changes, the rate of profit will fall

Leviathan, Global Capitalism in Crisis, Marxist Phoenix, and the innumerable conversations graduate students have
with their supervisors. If Professor Smith had not taught me this theory, I doubt I would have become a Marxist.
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over time. Marx (2010a: 184) explains how an increase in productivity leads to increased production,
lower revenues on each unit, and, ultimately, a lower rate of profit against the wishes of the capitalists:
No capitalist ever voluntarily introduces a new method of production... so long as it
reduces the rate of profit. Yet every such new method of production cheapens the
commodities. Hence, the capitalist sells them originally above their prices of production,
or, perhaps, above their value. He pockets the difference between their costs of
production and the market-prices of the same commodities produced at higher costs of
production... His method of production stands above the social average. But
competition makes it general and subject to the general law [whereby prices oscillate
around labour values]. There follows a fall in the rate of profit... wholly independent of
the will of the capitalist.
FRED (Federal Reserve Economic Data) has produced the following graphic showing the growth
of the value of the aggregated productive apparatus in the United States from 78.7 in 1987, to 91.7 in
1992, and to 102.9 in 2019.31 The increasing value of capital to each hour worked by an employee
reflects a substantial shift in the apportionment of value directed to purchasing the two types of
production inputs. The portion allocated to the products of labours already performed is increasing
relative to labour currently being performed. Although this chart begins in 1987, Marx described the
same pattern in his day.

The FRED webpage for ‘Private Non-Farm Business Sector: Contributions of Capital Intensity’ defines “Capital
intensity [as] the ratio of capital services to hours worked in the production process. The higher the capital to
hours ratio, the more capital intensive the production process is.” Despite being one of the definitive sources for
US economic data, they have chosen not to explain the method by which they reach those figures for the various
years beyond saying that 2012 was set to 100. Despite this conversion and the attendant absence of the units
being measured, I have chosen to include their graphic since this inadequately explained statistic is easily available
to anyone and it was produced by an official US government agency. They direct enquiries to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics website: https://www.bls.gov/mfp/. US data was chosen both because of the size of their economy and
its centrality to the global capitalist economy.
31
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FIGURE 1 FRED Private Non-Farm Business Sector: Contributions of Capital Intensity

Of course, the advancement of humanity’s understanding of its physical environment and the
associated technological improvement means that previous investments have lost a portion of their
value as, using present methods, they could be produced in less time. As well, businesses amortize the
values of assets to reflect deterioration due to usage. Aside from technological progress and usage,
various other things can also lower the aggregate value of capital being used in production, including the
bankruptcy of firms if it results in the exit of their assets from use (i.e. not if they are acquired by
another firm and brought back into use) and the physical destruction of the assets embodying capital
whether caused by natural disasters, human accidents, or through intentional human actions as
sometimes occurs due to both international wars and class struggles.
A very topical policy response to the malaise produced by the low rate of profit is the effort to
‘save the system’ inherent in the development of debt and other forms of what Marx, following Adam
Smith, called ‘fictitious capital’, that is, all claims on future value that may or may not ever be produced.
Governments and central bankers have been adopting policies intended to close the demand gap by
encouraging the growth of debt. The effects of the covid pandemic on many corporate and government
balance sheets are well known but global debt had already been increasing dramatically for decades.
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FIGURE 2: Total Global Debt to GDP Ratio Reaches an All-Time High in the First Quarter of 2020

Additionally, a fall in the rate of profit can be countered by capitalists acquiring wealth from
either of two other sources. As mentioned in the earlier discussion of Luxemburg’s theory regarding the
demand gap being overcome by wealth from outside of the capitalist system, the appropriation of
wealth that had been produced within other modes of production fueled capitalism’s historic expansion.
Although imperialism continues to enrich the developed world, as capitalism has come to encompass
virtually the entire globe, the wealth existing outside the system and its ability to continue fueling
development have diminished. The other source of wealth that can be tapped to lift the rate of profit is
the proletariat, which can be forced to give more for less.
These two sources of wealth, together with the devaluation of capital, serve as
countertendencies to the tendency of the rate of profit to fall and, in combination, they produced the
global rate of profit from 1869 to the eve of the last serious crises in 2007, depicted in the chart below.
Most striking in this chart is the very pronounced fall in the rate of profit from a high of above 40% in
1869 to a low of around 17% in the last crisis. Also, the three clear periods in which the rate of profit fell
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substantially coincided with periods of economic stagnation. The rate of profit began a prolonged fall
before the long depression of the late nineteenth century which persisted the First World War. Profits
fell from the middle of the 1920s and into the Great Depression. They again fell from just before the
end of the period often known as the ‘golden age’ following the Second World War to reach an all-time
low in the crisis of 2008-09.
FIGURE 3 World Rate of Profit, 1869-2007

A New Beginning after the Second World War, Class Warfare, & the Second Long Depression
The Great Depression had bankrupted many businesses, “slaughtering” capital values and eliminating a
portion of the over-accumulated capital that had preceded it. The war reduced the value of fixed capital
both by physically devastating Europe and by encouraging technological advancements which lowered
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the values of assets from before the war. Rebuilding after the Second World War marked a new
beginning or a golden age for the capitalist economy with many wonderful opportunities for profit, and
North American living standards rose. This period was characterized by a class compromise featuring
rising wages, low unemployment, and the expansion of the welfare state. While the rebuilt capital was
technologically superior to pre-war capital, its creation was also the creation of a new
overaccumulation, as it lowered the ratio between capital and profit. Industry again faced an excess of
competition and the resultant crisis destroyed the postwar class compromise (Smith, 2010: 8). 32
FIGURE 4 Change from peak to trough in slumps (%)

The US Federal Reserve’s (2010) history of the dissolution of the Bretton Woods System, upon which the class
compromise was based, and the decoupling of the US dollar from the price of gold is illuminating:
“Initially, the Bretton Woods system operated as planned. Japan and Europe were still rebuilding their postwar
economies and demand for US goods and services—and dollars—was high... In the 1960s, European and Japanese
exports became more competitive with US exports. The US share of world output decreased and so did the need
for dollars, making converting those dollars to gold more desirable. The deteriorating US balance of payments,
combined with military spending and foreign aid, resulted in a large supply of dollars around the world.
Meanwhile, the gold supply had increased only marginally. Eventually, there were more foreign-held dollars than
the United States had gold.”
32
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Capitalist crises are indeed characterized by drops in demand but the demand that typically
disappears is that of the capitalists whose investment slows to a trickle. In the graphic above, Roberts
(2018) shows the effects of various crises on personal consumption (PC), Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
and Investment (INV) in the US economy. The decrease in investment typically begins prior to the crisis
itself. While ‘capital strikes’ (contractions of production and investment) are often the immediate cause
of a crisis, Marx argued that the fall in the rate of profit resulting from overaccumulation is the typical
underlying cause.
When external conditions simultaneously prompt the management of numerous companies to
limit expenses, the sudden reduction in demand provokes class warfare from above. If corporations
deem the workforce necessary for continued production to be superfluous this class warfare may take
the form of layoffs. Alternatively, it may take the form of attempts to freeze wages despite increases in
productivity. In Capital and elsewhere in his writings, Marx tried to detail the forms these efforts could
take as though he could share the capitalists’ playbook with the labour movement. In the end, their
tactics amount to an effort to extract more surplus value from workers. The success of this effort is not
predetermined and a well-organized labour movement can resist and win concessions. However, since
resistance does not produce goods, services or, most importantly, economic value, the achievements of
this resistance, its success in defending the working class from a capitalist assault, may prevent the
restoration of the rate of profit.
Yet, recessions are unlikely to be recognized as class warfare, which is a term that seems to be
reserved by many for the social disruption caused by the resistance of the poor. The revolutionary
changes in social relations crises effect are obscured by the anarchic ‘equality’ of the capitalist market
which pits each isolated company against not only other firms with whom it contends for market share,
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but even its own suppliers and customers against whom it negotiates the most self-interested deals
possible. The attendant generalized suffering creates the impression in many that crises are more like
natural phenomena than the unintended results of human investment decisions.
FIGURE 5 Disconnect between productivity and a typical worker’s compensation, 1948-2014

In my opinion, this explains the perhaps familiar phenomenon depicted in the graphic above
prepared by David Wessel (2015) of the Brookings Institute. As long as the rate of profit remained high,
the class compromise held. Once the crisis of the 1970s began, the capitalists were forced into the class
warfare offensive that has become known as neoliberalism. Low profitability reduced demand for
productive inputs, including labour, and the market has been increasingly freed to set prices, including
wages. From the perspective of someone perceiving the world through a perspective distorted by
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commodity fetishism, this may seem inevitable. However, these changes are the actions of people
responding to changes in their economic environment. They could be different. They could have been
combatted by a more united working class.
Harvey (2005: 36-43) offers an explanation for why a popular movement capable of resisting this
class warfare did not materialize. Gains made during the class compromise mentioned above had
reinforced the idea that capitalism could work smoothly if all did their part. Any problems the economy
was experiencing could be managed. In the context of the Cold War, capitalism became associated with
‘freedom’ while the USSR was constructed in the popular imagination as a totalitarian dystopia. The
association between capitalism and freedom persists despite the obvious potential for contradiction
between social justice and individual freedoms (to enrich oneself). For instance, one might argue that no
one should have the freedom to amass a fortune that deprives others of an opportunity to make a living
or that the creation and maintenance of a tolerant society requires the repression of intolerant
perspectives. Consequently, a salient feature of the intellectual context in which Margaret Thatcher
claimed that there was no alternative to a neoliberal restructuring of the economy was the dominance
of a strong connection between capitalism and freedom and, accordingly, her claim resonated with both
those social forces poised to benefit from the restructuring and those segments of the working class that
had given up on class warfare. Harvey (2005: 41) writes, “Neoliberal rhetoric, with its foundational
emphasis upon individual freedoms... split off libertarianism, identity politics, multi-culturalism, and
eventually narcissistic consumerism from the social forces ranged in pursuit of social justice.” The trust
people had in capitalism led many, even those who continued to identify as ‘leftists’, to abandon the
labour movement’s emancipatory potential and ‘class’ as an element of analysis.
If we look at the falling rate of profit again, this time from the beginning of the 'Golden Age’, we
see that neoliberal restructuring had only marginally raised the rate of profit from the early 1980s to the
early 2000s. Thereafter, the rate fell again leading up to the 2008 financial crisis. Although the graphic
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above shows a recovery, it still had not returned to either the heights of either the Golden Age or even
the late 1990s. Presently, we are experiencing a pandemic-triggered crisis and capital strike. Will
conditions return to the status quo ante? If history is any indication, the working class needs to prepare
itself to confront further attacks on its standard of living. Fighting might result in a prolongation of the
period in which the rate of profit is low but that is better than our wages being used to restore it.
Moreover, through the experience of struggle, it remains possible that the working class will become
increasingly conscious of the need to transcend capitalism.
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Conclusion
Given this negative prognosis on the future of capitalism and the apparent necessity to resist
capital’s ‘solutions’, it is understandable that defenders of the system attack this theory where it seems
weakest: the labour theory of value. What proof is there that this is real? Discussing Capital in a letter to
Kugelmann, Marx (1928) gave an excellent response:
even if there were no chapter on ‘value’ at all in my book, the analysis I give of the real relations
would contain the proof and demonstration of the real value relation... this necessity of the
distribution of social labour in specific proportions is certainly not abolished by the specific form of
social production; it can only change its form of manifestation. Natural laws cannot be abolished
at all. The only thing that can change, under historically differing conditions, is the form in which
those laws assert themselves. And the form in which this proportional distribution of labour asserts
itself in a state of society in which the interconnection of social labour expresses itself as the
private exchange of the individual products of labour, is precisely the exchange value of these
products. Where science comes in is to show how the law of value asserts itself.

The proof of the labour theory of value and the crisis theory that follows from it lies simply in
whether or not they describe reality. If an understanding built upon it describes reality better than any
alternative accounts, if the objective, worldly system develops in accordance with the patterns this
understanding posits, then this understanding corrsponds to the world and is true. How else could we
determine truth? What this understanding reveals about capitalism is that it has been central to the
impetuses behind a tremendous development of what Ilyenkov called ideality which has enabled
humanity to transform the natural world. This transformation has revealed to us both what is possibleand impossible. Marx’s tendency for the rate of profit to fall reveals that it is impossible for capitalism to
exist without recurrent crises and class struggle. Fortunately, there are alternatives. We can make a
better world but only if we fight for it. If the working class proves incapable of resisting, however, a
repeat of the last few decades is likely to follow this pandemic. More surplus value than ever before will
be appropriated and reinvested, fueling the growth of aggregated capital and foreshadowing the next
great crisis of profitability.
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Chapter 5: Consciousness Emerges from Society
“Emile Durkheim offered a more coherent theory than any of the other classical sociological
theorists... Supporters would say that the clarity of Durkheim’s thinking stems from this
coherence, whereas detractors might contend that the clarity is the result of the comparative
simplicity of his theory.” - George Ritzer (1992: 147)

Durkheim’s prominent role within the structural functionalist paradigm within the English-speaking
world, from the time of Talcott Parsons’ publication of ‘The Structure of Social Action’ until
functionalism’s popularity waned, has assured his place in the theoretical history of sociology. A third
possible perspective on the relationship between the coherence and relative simplicity of Durkheim’s
theory emerges from a consideration of structural functionalism’s place in history. It seems to have been
the product of a liberal worldview that recognized the incredible influence of society on individuals.
Today, it is widely acknowledged that structural functionalism’s main flaw is that it assigns to social
actors, that is, to real, empirical people, extremely limited roles in the determination of social
development. Durkheim construes society as a sort of thing or reality in its own right, a sui generis
entity, that provides most of the antecedents to the thought of individuals as well as the behavioral
options they can choose from. This coercion theoretically reduces them to a quasi-puppet status, as it
leaves little space for individual volition. In Durkheim’s (1974:57) own words, “Society commands us
because... it is within us and is us... and [it] dominates us infinitely.” Since Marxism also stresses the
influential role of social structures and Ilyenkov’s concept of ideality is in many ways both comparable to
and different than Durkheim’s conscience collective, a direct comparison may not only be beneficial but
also indispensable to the development of social theory.
According to Ilyenkov’s interpretation of Marxism, society is composed of individuals creatively
responding to their environments in ways consistent with their previous experiences and their resultant
socialization. So, while no one will mistake this chapter for an effort to rehabilitate Durkheim, I hope
that it is not seen as digging up an historical relic to score cheap points either. My intention in this
chapter is to first outline how Durkheim’s theory of historical development connects to a lineage
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descending from Hegel. Specifically, he was responding to the same vulgar materialist interpretations of
Marxism Ilyenkov criticizes. The second part of this chapter will compare and contrast Ilyenkov's notion
of ideality with the cultural development Durkheim anticipated. The third and final section of this
chapter will outline how Durkheim saw capitalist crises as resulting from demand not leading production
and his thoughts concerning how moral restraint could be based on accepting that the imperfections of
capitalism can be managed through more adequate forms of institutional regulation.
Suggested Epiphenomena
Perhaps the single most salient similarity between the thought of Durkheim and Ilyenkov’s Marxism is
that they are both theories of historical development. Given the intellectual climates within which they
were created, this historical focus means that they were responding to Hegelian philosophy either
directly or through intermediaries. Marx’s response was explicit. Although throughout this thesis I have
contrasted the vulgar materialist interpretation of Marx’s writings with an alternative dialectical
interpretation, Durkheim seems to have been familiar with only the vulgar materialist interpretation.
Despite having Marxist students and being sympathetic to the French socialism of his day, Durkheim’s
exposure led him to oppose this version of Marxism. In a sense, Durkheim created a social theory that
stands dialectics back on its head and, accordingly, it bears some resemblance to Hegelian idealism.
Durkheim sees the flow of history as the product of a limited dialectic between the material and ideal
worlds. For him, contemporary ideas have antecedents, they do not come from nowhere, and they
themselves are antecedents of human actions as well. Moreover, this affinity existed because his
theoretical project was not only consistent with the famous quote from Marx’s 1859 Preface that claims
‘social being determines social consciousness’ but, in fact, Durkheim sought to generalize beyond what
he saw as Marxism’s narrow economic focus to a study of the multitude of social factors determining
consciousness (Gouldner, 1962: 26-31).
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Early in Sociology and Philosophy, Durkheim (1974: 4) wrote the following against the vulgar
materialism that disregards ideas and consciousness: “Since observation has revealed the existence of
an order of phenomena called representations, distinguishable by certain characteristics from all other
natural phenomena, it is scarcely methodical to treat them as though they did not exist. Undoubtedly,
they are caused, but they are in their turn causes. Life itself is nothing... however, nobody tries to make
it an epiphenomenon of inorganic matter.” Here, we see Durkheim distancing his theory from the vulgar
materialistic tendency to treat ideas as epiphenomena by affirming the immediacy of the causal
relationship between ideas and actions that introspection or ‘observation has revealed’. Ignoring this
experience would be a deviation from the scientific method that he sought to adapt to the study of
social phenomena. A categorical a priori exclusion of ideas or any other observed phenomenon from the
list of real causes is simply unacceptable. Conversely, he clearly had become aware of deeper forms of
causation that lead people to create ideas from their experiences. Although he does not seem to
explicitly assert the existence of a cycle between ideas and reality as Marx and Hegel did 33, it seems
implicit in his recognition of causal links that flow in both directions.
Moreover, he affirmed Hegel and Marx’s view (and later Ilyenkov’s) of humanity as connected
through social relations and shared ideas. Ideas are shared and, as they are shared, they become part of
our culture. Durkheim emphasized the role culture plays in determining how individuals develop and act
to such an extent that he almost completely equates society with culture. Society, for Durkheim (1974:
59), should not be viewed as an aggregate of unrelated individuals. Instead “society is different; it is
above all a composition of ideas, beliefs and sentiments of all sorts which realize themselves through
individuals. Foremost of these ideas is the moral ideal which is its principal raison d’etre.” Clearly,
Durkheim saw morality not only as the social glue holding us all together; he saw it, rather than
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At least, I have yet to find a reference to such a cycle in either Durkheim’s writings or in a secondary source.
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individuals, as the most important element of the collection of ideal ‘materials’ constituting society. This
dramatically contrasts with Marx’s and Ilyenkov’s view of society as a collection of individuals cooperating through particular social forms in order to meet their needs through transforming the world.
In an 1897 review of Italian Marxist Antonio Labriola’s interpretation of historical materialism,
Durkheim denies Labriola’s Marxist claims that economic development and class conflict are the driving
force behind social progress. Although he recognizes that both phenomena are occurring and that causal
connections flow in both directions, he denies the priority Marxism assigns to the role of economic
activity. Instead, he sees the forms of association between people as the cause of social progress. He
argued for the theoretical separation of society from its professed dependency upon class relations.
While affirming that “social evolution has causes the authors of the historical events in question were
not aware of,” Durkheim (1972: 159-61) describes Marxism’s apparent reduction of a society’s cultural
achievements to mere products of economic conditions “completely without foundation; and it is
important to put an end to it34... For to say that collective representations have objective causes is to say
nothing more than that their ultimate causes cannot be contained in themselves.” So, for Durkheim,
saying that ideas have ‘objective causes’ outside of themselves does not say much at all. Perhaps he
means this as the recognition of a problem that is, at least in principle, answerable. Might this be simply
an invitation to research the society that produced those ideas?
In Durkheim’s opinion, during the half century that had passed since Marx and Engels produced
The Communist Manifesto, empirical social science research had been determining with increasing
certainty that religion, and not the economy, is the seed from which social development had flourished
historically. In the same review of Labriola’s interpretation, Durkheim (1972: 161-62) wrote that studies
have revealed “religion is the most primitive of all social phenomena... at the outset, the economic

Italics found in both the original French and in the translation included in the Durkheim anthology Anthony
Giddens edited in 1972.
34
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factor is rudimentary... is it not probable, on the contrary, that the economy depends much more upon
religion than the former does on the latter? There would be no need, moreover, to push the preceding
ideas to such an extreme that they lose all validity... [like] the theory which reduces consciousness to
nothing more than an epiphenomenon... the economic factor is [not] simply an epiphenomenon; once it
exists, it has its own particular influence." If it is religion that shapes the development of society and
religion is a collection of ideas, then ideas are the driving force of history, a notion which, of course,
bears a striking resemblance to both Hegelian idealism and the hegemonic theories of today.
The fault Durkheim perceives in economic determinism applies to any materialist theory that
reduces ideas to an epiphenomenon. Yet, the claim that religious phenomena predate ‘economic’
phenomena in human history is only plausible if one adheres to a liberal understanding of the economy
as the realm of human activity relating to monetary exchange. If, instead, in talking about economic
activity, one means productive activity, activity intended to transform a feature of the world, then it is
quite clear that many other species depend on productive activities, while religion seems to be a
uniquely human creation. Following this interpretation, it seems much more probable that the
beginning of the religious experience is a milestone in the history of human ideal production than
religious rites preceding production.
As the Division of Labour Develops, the Totality of Shared Beliefs Diminishes
The phenomena Durkheim labeled ‘society’ above seems to have been the same ‘ideality’ so central to
Ilyenkov’s Marxism. Both phenomena refer to the ideas society presents to individuals and through
which they are socialized. Of course, there are inconsistencies such as the stress Durkheim placed on
morality. While Durkheim sees the conscience collective diminishing as modern societies become more
individualistic, ideality grows alongside a society’s understanding of reality. We will return to examining
the differences after considering similarities between their descriptions. Like Ilyenkov’s ideality, the
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conscience collective represents a phenomenon that is hard to locate physically as it exists ‘everywhere
and nowhere in particular’ and individuals may carry ideas more reflective of the experiences of others
than their own. The phenomenon has a unique existence external and prior to the individual members
of society each of whom develops under its influence, though Durkheim, labels this influence as
‘coercion’. In this way, it is independent of individuals. The final similarity with Ilyenkov’s ideality
Durkheim (1968: 79-81) outlines in this passage is that both are very influential over the values of the
individual members of society and how they view the world.
The totality of beliefs and sentiments common to average citizens of the same society forms a
determinate system which has its own life... No doubt, it has not a specific organ as a
substratum; it is, by definition, in every reach of society... It is, in effect, independent of the
particular conditions in which individuals are placed... Moreover, it does not change with each
generation, but, on the contrary, it connects successive generations with one another. It is, thus,
an entirely different thing from particular consciences, although it can be realized only through
them. It is the psychical type of society, a type which has its properties, its conditions of
existence, its mode of development... one is inclined to believe that the collective conscience is
the total social conscience [however] … Judicial, governmental, scientific, industrial, in short, all
special functions are of a psychic nature, since they consist in systems of representations and
actions. They, however, are surely outside the common conscience.

Durkheim’s exclusion of professional and all other forms of knowledge that are not ‘common to
average citizens’ from the conscience collective is notable as it contrasts with Ilyenkov’s inclusion of
them within ‘ideality’. Durkheim’s exclusion is explained not only by the limited spread of these ideas. It
was also due to his focus on shared moral values. He was concerned with ensuring the preservation not
of the particular traditionally shared values of his society but with ensuring that some values will be
shared in order to preserve the opportunity for a new form of ‘organic’ solidarity to develop. Ilyenkov’s
choice to include forms of professional knowledge in his ideality, in contrast, reflects their ontological
status as products of the mind.
This difference corresponds to their different perspectives on both what was driving the
changes in their societies and how to address those issues. Durkheim stressed morality, as he believed
that his society was in the grips of a moral dilemma engendered by the death of the traditional society
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and the birth of modernity. Traditional societies had taught the individual a fitting morality, but modern
society was failing in this regard.
Profound changes have been produced in the structure of our societies in a very short time... the
morality which corresponds to [the former] social type has regressed, but without another
developing... What we must do to relieve this anomy is to discover the means for making... more
justice by more and more extenuating the external inequities which are the source of the evil.
Our illness is... because, in certain of its parts, this morality is irremediably shattered, and that
which is necessary to us is only in process of formation... our first duty is to make a moral code
for ourselves. Such a work cannot be improvised in the silence of study; it can arise only through
itself, little by little, under the pressure of internal causes which make it necessary (Durkheim,
1968: 408-09).

As an observer of the amorality and irrationality of his age, it was clear to Durkheim that the ‘profound
changes’ contemporary French society was undergoing had ‘irremediably shattered’ traditional morality
and the circumstances to which it had corresponded.
Witnessing social changes revealed to Durkheim the extensive effect social development and
therefore society has upon individual psyches. Internalizing culture brings the reach of society deep
within the individual, providing most of the antecedents of our thoughts. In Durkheim’s (1963: 93)
words, “There are two beings in [each person]: an individual being which has its foundation in the
organism and the circle of whose activities is therefore strictly limited, and a social being which
represents the highest reality in the intellectual and moral order that we can know by observation – I
mean society.” Anthony Gidden (1972: 45) saw the key to developing an understanding of Durkheim's
contribution to sociology in appreciating that it was motivated by an “attempt to resolve the apparent
paradox that the liberty of the individual is only achieved through his dependence upon society.”
Modernity, despite its immorality, was enabling the individual to be free in ways traditional society had
never allowed.
Traditional societies featured a limited division of labour which meant that most people in a
community lived very similar lives, and consequently, they shared similar personalities. Since “they have
no actions of their own [like] inorganic bodies... we propose to call this type of solidarity mechanical”
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(Durkheim, 1968: 130). The essence of this type of solidarity is similarity and it prompts an intolerance of
deviation (Ritzer, 1992: 117-23). Moreover, the value placed on sameness leads to the acceptance of
coercive social mores that further restrict the development of a diversity of personalities.
However, modern society’s division of labour is characterized by specific forms of knowledge
attending the different forms of work. No longer does society supply the same knowledge to all
individuals. Instead, as the knowledge of the various professions and trades develops, the extent of the
‘totality of beliefs and sentiments common to average citizens of the same society’ is diminished. This
form of social change meant that the portion of social influence represented by the conscience collective
was being displaced by new ideas and values emerging from experiences not shared by all members of
the community. The development of the division of labour was leading people to live new lives, which
creates unique individuals who are unlike their neighbors. According to Giddens (1972: 6), Durkheim
saw individuals as free to develop their own unique selves only when they are free of the domination of
the community. Individuals can only enjoy freedom from the community if the community respects the
choices of its constituent members and how they choose to use their freedom.
When Durkheim compels us to ‘make a moral code for ourselves’ what he has in mind is the
familiar liberal call for a celebration of diversity and solidarity across social antagonisms. “If we have a
lively desire to think and act for ourselves, we cannot be strongly inclined to think and act as others do...
we do not want to resemble everybody else... This solidarity resembles... the unity of the organism...
Because of this analogy, we propose to call the solidarity which is due to the division of labor, organic”
(Durkheim, 1968: 130-31). Durkheim hoped to aid the development of a new moral code based not
upon the inevitable similarity produced from the strong social coercion present in traditional societies
but upon the esteem of our new differences and recognition of how they complement one another. This
morality would enable people living different lives to feel solidarity across social divides. While study
alone cannot create it, we can ‘make a moral code for ourselves little by little’ through encouraging its
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development in each element of society from gender relations, to sexual mores, to race relations, to the
management of the economy.
Having now reviewed Durkheim’s diagnosis of the problem, his goal should be clear. The next
section of this chapter will discuss the degree to which this project has been realized predicated as it is
on Durkheim’s specific proposal for moral management of the economy.
I will conclude this section by enumerating the differences in the grand theories of Durkheim
and Ilyenkov’s Marxism discussed above. I have already noted many similarities between the two
concepts.35 Ilyenkov is concerned with real, empirical people and their continuous transformation of
reality. Ilyenkov’s ideality is the collection of mental representations a community has produced and
uses to understand reality. Our species relies on the ideal phenomena it produces to guide its
application of technology and techniques in our efforts to transform reality so as to serve our needs. In
contrast, Durkheim explicitly excludes individual actors from his social theory. Ideas and morality are
seen as constituting society and people are viewed as dependent variables (Ritzer, 1992: 137) or
“cultural dopes”. Durkheim’s focus on shared experiences and solidarity led him to separate shared ideal
content from ideal content attending specific locations in the social hierarchy. While he excludes forms
of professional knowledge and what he later comes to refer to as collective representations from the
collective conscience, Ilyenkov includes all the shared representations of reality that a community has
produced within the category ‘ideality‘.
Regulatory Reforms & Moral Restraint
How much success has modern, capitalist society had in creating organic solidarity? It seems fair to both
Durkheim and modernity to say that there has been a tendency toward greater social acceptance of

35

To review the similarities, return to the passage beginning on page 103 and continuing until the block quote taken
from Durkheim’s The Division of Labor in Society (1968).
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diversity of various kinds since even before Durkheim’s time. His call for the development of organic
solidarity encouraged rather than sparked this trend. Although one need only suggest that diversity is
increasingly accepted to bring to mind recent events showing the persistence of intolerance, it seems
worthwhile to spend a moment applauding the moral progress that has been made. In Durkheim’s life,
the ultimately successful campaigns for extending suffrage to both property-less men and women were
at their height in English speaking countries. Today, these formal rights are rarely directly challenged.36
Similarly, the last few decades have witnessed great strides in civil rights. As mentioned above, this
tendency toward greater individual freedom preceded Durkheim. In fact, Marx and Engels had seen a
similar cultural pattern unfolding decades earlier. In The Communist Manifesto (15-16), they wrote:
The bourgeoisie, historically, has played a most revolutionary part. The bourgeoisie, wherever it
has got the upper hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations... It has drowned
the most heavenly ecstasies of religious fervour, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine
sentimentalism, in the icy water of egotistical calculation. It has resolved personal worth into
exchange value, and in place of the numberless indefeasible chartered freedoms, has set up that
single, unconscionable freedom – Free Trade... The bourgeoisie has stripped of its halo every
occupation hitherto honoured and looked up to with reverent awe. It has converted the
physician, the lawyer, the priest, the poet, the man of science, into its paid wage labourers. The
bourgeoisie has torn away from the family its sentimental veil and has reduced the family
relation to a mere money relation.

So, while both Durkheim and Marxists see modernity chipping away at traditional morality, Marxists
clearly consider the bourgeoisie’s class position and profit-seeking to have holistically influenced their
perspective. The bourgeois pursuit of freedom from social restraint for their business activities became
generalized to the individualistic pursuit of ‘life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness’. Their
revolutionary transformation of society has aided human emancipation from serfdom, sexism, religious
oppression, and other traditional roles.

The 2020 US Presidential Election, however, was a reminder of the millions from whom authentic
enfranchisement is withheld, even within the Global North.
36
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Since Durkheim and Marx converge in recognizing the development of the division of labour as
an important uncontrolled and unregulated process producing unintended circumstances for social
relationships, in this final section of this chapter, I examine Durkheim’s suggestions for reforming the
economy in order to aid the development of organic solidarity. Durkheim describes the development of
the division of labour as beginning from small, traditional societies isolated into what he called
‘segments’ and moving toward national markets. This transition entails extending the division of labour
across the gaps between the isolated segments which, according to Durkheim, created the possibility of
economic crises. In his book Socialism, Durkheim invites readers to consider the theory of the early
socialist economist Sismondi. Although he thought that the field of economics had surpassed Sismondi’s
already century-old theory, he took it as evidence that the desire for conscious regulation of the
development of the economy was almost as old as capitalism itself. Durkheim’s argument features a
consideration of the productive activity of an individual isolated from society, as with Robinson Crusoe.
Durkheim asserts that this sort of isolated individual can be expected to produce only for his own needs.
“He will prefer to rest rather than produce things he cannot use. Society as a whole is precisely like this
individual” (Durkheim, 1962: 111). Certainly, society as a whole is as isolated as this individual, but can
morality produce the social solidarity necessary for it to produce for consumption like an isolated
individual?
Durkheim recognized that contemporary society was not rationally producing to meet its needs.
Considering Sismondi’s explanation, he describes the problem as resulting from an excess of production
relative demand. When society was still segmented and production was undertaken to satisfy the local
market, producers could determine demand through direct knowledge of their customers, and this
awareness prevented crises of overproduction. The historical development of an international division
of labour, however, has blocked agents’ awareness of the size of the market as production is geared
toward geographically and culturally distant markets. According to Durkheim (1962: 110-15), Sismondi
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argued that production is no longer undertaken to meet the needs of one’s neighbors but because
producers “believe they have infinite markets before them... and to satisfy the appetites thus stirred
each produces as much as he can... surrounded by rivals... He increases his own production in order to
prevent overproduction elsewhere from becoming a threat.” The resultant crises are eventually solved
by manufacturers changing what they produce but, in the interim, crises cause much suffering.
According to Durkheim’s interpretation of Sismondi, the root cause of this suffering then is the
dissolution of the social connections that regulated production in the former system and the absence of
a possible replacement in the new system. The solution is moral reform of the system to try to avoid
crises or to mitigate their harmful effects if they are inevitable.
The appeal of this idea is that economic activity is merely human activity and human activity
seems open to being made subject to external moral control. The dangers of revolution seem
unnecessary when moral reform promises to be an adequate remedy. Durkheim suggested that the
remedy take the form of a national assembly of occupational associations that would oversee economic
development and negotiate solutions to problems. Occupational associations would create the moral
power to foster organic solidarity within society’s economic realm. While Gouldner (1962: 19) denies
that Durkheim ever claimed that there was anything inherent in the flow of history that made the
appearance of occupational associations an inevitability, it is hard to deny either Durkheim’s claim that
the system’s imperfections produce demands for reform or that various approximations of his
occupational associations have been created. Is a harsher critique of one of the fathers of sociology
possible than interpreting Gouldner as denying that Durkheim’s sociology ever inspired attempts to
create the moral regulation so central to his argument? One can argue that many of the regulatory
reforms introduced since he became influential are consistent with his program without laying at his
feet the blame for every provision in the mountains of legislation governments have created in their
efforts to control the capitalist economy. Moreover, the epistemic issue Sismondi describes is
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potentially at least partially addressed by both think tanks seeking to influence the public and lobbyists
who often alternate between positions in the private and public sectors. If this seems naïve, if these
groups seem more likely to advocate on behalf of their clients than to help governments provide morally
justifiable economic guidance, you are anticipating my argument.
Turning now to assess the efforts to regulate the economy, it is common knowledge that it hit
its heights in the West during the postwar period. However, this decades-long effort to regulate the
economy and prevent it from inflicting misery was ended by the deep crisis of the 1970s and the
resultant policy reaction. In the previous chapter we examined why capitalism must experience crises. I
will not cover that material again other than to say that crisis tendencies will pose an obstacle to any
reform effort. The objective macroeconomic phenomena themselves will make financing programs
designed to cushion the blow of crises difficult as governments cut taxes and social spending to try to
reverse the fall in the rate of profit.
Instead, I would like to address the epistemic issue we were introduced to through Durkheim’s
interpretation of Sismondi. History shows the likelihood of the continued presence of opponents of
regulation who will argue that the underlying problem in the economy, the cause of the crises, is the
regulatory efforts themselves. Whether they argue the cause is that taxes are too high due to social
service spending or they adopt a more sophisticated argument such as that of the Austrian School of
Economics, these arguments persist and win adherents because they both defend powerful class
interests and partially reflect the truth.37

For example, the Austrian School of Economics defends capitalist class interests by arguing that government
intervention ultimately and inevitably provides cures that are worse than the ailments they supposedly address.
The Austrians indirectly attribute crises to intervention which purportedly distorts prices, leading capitalists to
make poor investment decisions. They label investments providing a low rate of return ‘malinvestment’ and argue
their persistence is the cause of the multidecade malaise in the capitalist economy. Given the role played by
Schumpeter, an adherent of the vulgar materialist interpretation of history, in its creation (Hagemann 2003), and
the simple fact that even a ‘bad’ investment adds to the aggregate of all investment, this notion merits comparison
with Marx’s ‘Tendency of the Rate of Profit to Fall’, which, however, rests on a conception of economic ‘value‘ (the
37
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It’s tautologically true that correcting an epistemic deficit requires learning. Experience,
however, teaches that one’s social position relates to one’s outlook and shapes both what one is taught
and what one is willing to learn. Ultimately, the development of moral restraint is hindered by the social
position of the capitalists whose wealth amplifies their influence. Durkheim seems to agree with the
claims of Sismondi (outlined above) and Marx (described in the previous chapter) that unregulated
capitalism leads to crises of overproduction. The competition inherent in a system based on isolated
producers coerces the individual capitalists themselves to continuously increase the quantity of
commodities produced. As Durkheim (1968: 43; italics in the original) describes it, the development of
the division of labour and the market is teaching humanity a new categorical imperative: be useful.
“Make yourself usefully fulfill a determinate function.” Of course, the more an industrialist performs his
function, the more industrious and productive he is, the more useful he will feel and the more he can
expect the market to reward him. Consequently, the industrialist has a strong incentive to not
acknowledge that the problems in the economy issue from the increased production that he sees his
class’s investment decisions as producing. Although capitalists often acknowledge that the market
compels certain decisions and not infrequently encourage decisions by referring to market demands,
they may couple these acknowledgements and encouragements either with a denial that the
consequences of this compulsion can be problematic or with downplaying the significance of

labour theory of value) that is entirely at odds with Austrian marginalism.
Below is von Mises arguing for the validity of the distinction between overinvestment and malinvestment.
However persuasive his argument may or may not be, the simple fact that he needs to make the argument attests
to the influence of Marxian economics on the Austrian School and their description of a similar objective process
from the perspectives afforded by a different class position.
“The erroneous belief that the essential feature of the boom is overinvestment and not malinvestment is due to
the habit of judging conditions merely according to what is perceptible and tangible. The observer notices only the
malinvestments which are visible and fails to recognize that these establishments are malinvestments only
because of the fact that other plants — those required for the production of the complementary factors of
production and those required for the production of consumers' goods more urgently demanded by the public —
are lacking.” (von Mises, 1949: 556-57)
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acknowledged faults. Unfortunately, the morality Durkheim sought to create contradicts the morality he
described objective conditions as developing.
The objective situation contained many factors encouraging the celebration of individual liberty
and epistemic pluralism. Yet, there is an inherent inconsistency between basing regulation of the
economy upon ensuring acceptance of the epistemic issue inherent in laissez faire capitalism and
affirming epistemic pluralism which would seem to entail a right to not only hold but expound the idea
that a pure form of capitalism would develop without crisis. In the preface to The Division of Labor in
Society, Durkheim (1968: 2-3) describes the need for a moral authority to firmly demarcate the
boundary between justice and injustice. “The most blameworthy acts are so often absolved by success...
The result is that all this sphere of collective life is, in large part, freed from the moderating action of
regulation... Human passions stop only before a moral power they respect. To justify this chaotic state,
we vainly praise its encouragement of individual liberty... [even though] genuine liberty... is itself the
product of regulation.” We cannot expect the capitalists to recognize the need for social regulation of
the economy absent an anti-capitalist movement that threatens their position. We cannot expect those
in command of our society to accept that the macroeconomic problems we experience stem from their
drive to ensure their firms remain competitive, their unwillingness to risk their positions atop the social
hierarchy. If a moral power capable of stopping the passions of the capitalists for profit existed, it would
be wonderful. However, how can we expect to convince them of its morality, its moral power? Given
their media domination and the media’s reliance upon their advertising expenditures, it is often claimed
that they exert a censorious effect upon the Overton Window as ideas that clash with their interests get
little airtime.38 Given their control over the channels of information dissemination, how can we expect
to teach the general population the moral imperative to restrain the production of the capitalists?

“In 1983, fifty companies owned 90 percent of American media... In 2011, that same 90 percent were controlled
by six corporations.” (Pilisuk & Rountree, 2015: 226) The potential for censoring the messages citizens receive may
38
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Although Durkheim’s reform project has enjoyed limited success, it is worth asking how he
would explain the disintegration of the limited organic solidarity that seemed to have been forming in
the postwar period. If the source of the disintegration is to be found in the objective interests of the
capitalists as expressed above, then it is hard to imagine how it can be challenged without the class
struggle Durkheim deplored as obstructing the creation of solidarity (Giddens, 1972: 48). Alternatively,
attributing it to the part of human nature Durkheim saw as beyond the influence of society would
amount to an admission of the impossibility of creating a system of moral regulation based on organic
solidarity within capitalism while also violating his methodological rule that only social facts can explain
other social facts (Ritzer, 1992: 125). In summary, the regulatory regime’s growth and subsequent
dissolution seems inexplicable within Durkheim’s theoretical system. Alternatively, it accords well with
the secular degeneration of capitalism’s emancipatory potential as foreseen by Marx.
Yet, Durkheim’s defeat is not necessarily a victory for the Marxist revolutionary project. Coupled
with the realities of class struggle in the context of the Cold War and the simultaneous failure of the
USSR to live up to the hopes of socialist revolutionaries, structural functionalism’s demise seems to have
instead resulted in a boon for social constructionist theories of the sort critiqued by Dummitt (2019).
Though there are many variations, a common presupposition of these theories is the denial of the
existence of a connection between social reality and culture (or ideality, the conscience collective). By
contrast, Ilyenkov’s interpretation of Marxism genuinely affirms both the immediate causal connection
of an individual’s thought to their actions as well as the deeper causal relationships between that

be much more obvious today than in Durkheim’s time. However, it is consistent with the trend toward capital
concentration that Marx described. Durkheim had the extra benefits of both capitalism’s further development and
some familiarity with Marx’s ideas yet he seems to have given little consideration to the effects of propaganda.
Marx, on the other hand, wrote that “The class which has the means of material production at its disposal, has
control at the same time over the means of mental production, so that thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of
those who lack the means of mental production are subject to it.”
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individual’s social reality and their thoughts and the general social reality, and the collective’s ideality. In
other words, it is capable of affirming the realities recognized by the various theoretical schools.
Durkheim’s theory of historical development connects to a lineage descending from Hegel that
understands that the thoughts of individuals are shaped by both the intellectual world within which they
reside and their interactions with the world. This perspective is distinct from the popular understanding
of ideas as simply the things in one’s head. To the vulgar materialist, this lineage must seem like an
extended series of mistakes or superstitions. However, to quote Durkheim (1974: 94), “the ideal is not
‘cloud cuckoo land’; it is of and in nature. It is subject to examination like the rest of the moral or
physical universe.”
Durkheim’s primary focus was on social development and how the transition to modernity was
dissolving traditional moral beliefs. His hope that nascent individualism could become the basis of a new
moral solidarity has been fulfilled in some times and places more than others. The hope for the moral
regulation of the capitalist economy was closest to being actualized half a century ago. Since then, the
regulatory frameworks that had been developed have come under attack. Durkheim’s plans for
regulation are based on the acceptance of the objective need for collective efforts to overcome the
pitfalls of capitalism. They require the population to accept that the system itself is imperfect and that
regulation can help. Today, we see that those who benefit from the system frequently deny its flaws.
What’s more, it seems they use their considerable influence both to divert attention from these issues
and to spread disinformation. In short, economic considerations have largely been excluded from the
areas of life subject to social restraint because the dominant voices in society insist that, in this field,
moral restraint is a moral harm.
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Conclusion
“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.”
- Lenin, What is to be Done?
The previous chapter’s discussion of Durkheim mentioned that the recognition of the need for
reform of capitalist society is two centuries old. One need only recall the era in which the events of May
1968 occurred to appreciate that while the extent to which reform efforts has succeeded varied from
era to era, the reforms have never managed to achieve the social solidarity Durkheim envisioned. If
social antagonisms can be eliminated within capitalism, if truly worthwhile reform is genuinely
achievable, why have the requisite lessons not been learned? What aspects of our society impede the
transmission of these lessons? Who benefits from the maintenance of the status quo?
Revolutionary theory begins with posing these questions. The Marxist stream of revolutionary
thought sees reality as an unfolding process producing and propelled by the enaction of thought. People
are involved in a cycle in which the knowledge they developed while engaged in previous experiences
mediate their interpretation of their contemporary experience and the options it presents. What they
have learned is inherently interwoven with the activities they engage in and their interests and goals;
and this knowledge influences the choices selected from a definite range of perceived options.
Famously, Marx argued that the conditions of capitalism have led to the alienation he witnessed among
his contemporaries, and that alienation must be a persistent feature of capitalist society. The conditions
producing alienation impede the acceptance of the lessons that need to be learned for the
emancipatory transformations envisioned by many scholars, including many who accept academia’s
dominant narrative about Marxism’s historic rise and fall.
Understanding history as a process is an inherent necessity for any theorist seeking to explain
both the progress that has been made and the obstacles that further progress is encountering, as
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providing such an explanation requires an adequate theoretical account of how these obstacles came
into existence. Accordingly, this thesis has consisted of an elaboration of Ilyenkov’s interpretation of
Marxism and three case studies demonstrating its utility.
The second chapter focused on the philosophical progression from Cartesian and Kantian
dualism to Hegelian dialectical monism. The rapid social change that attended the French Revolution
produced significant changes in human consciousness and showed the links between consciousness and
social conditions. These changes influenced the interpretation of the world and so they prompted the
development of new philosophies. Hegel’s philosophy would have had less appeal absent the rapid pace
of change in early modernity. His contributions and the failures of early capitalist societies to realize the
emancipatory promise of the Enlightenment provided many of the antecedent materials that shaped
Marx’s philosophy.
The third chapter was concerned with developing an interpretation of Marxism that stresses the
natural origins of consciousness and its ideal product. Ilyenkov’s interpretation of Marxism affords
consciousness and ideality an appropriately high level of importance that remains consonant with a view
of history as a process that creates consciousness rather than beginning from it. Ideality, although it
exists outside of each individual’s consciousness, is a product of the interaction of multiple
consciousnesses. Ideality is paradoxically independent of individuals yet created by them and wholly
dependent on them for its persistence.
The fourth chapter stressed the role of ideality in an understanding of economic history and
explained the persistence of neoliberalism. Marx’s analysis revealed that capitalist social relations
enable exploitation while promoting productivity enhancement. Our present neoliberal moment has
historical antecedents beyond the policy changes it is most obviously associated with and is an
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immediate obstacle not only to an improved quality of life for the working class, but to human progress
in general.
I chose to include the penultimate fifth chapter comparing Ilyenkov’s “ideality” and Durkheim’s
conscience collective because of both the apparent parallels between the two conceptualizations and
Marx and Durkheim’s shared focus on social structures. While Durkheim hoped for the creation of a
form of morality that would restrain unbridled economic appetites and enable the growth of social
solidarity, I argued this is unlikely to develop due to the focus that capitalist firms must place on profits.
Only through working class solidarity can there be any hope for profit-seeking to be restrained - and
hopefully transcended.
Yet, resistance alone is insufficient. For reasons that largely fall outside the purview of this
thesis, recent years seem to have witnessed an increase in both the number of people demanding social
change and the intensity of those calls for social change. These calls have not completely fallen on deaf
ears, as progressives have been elected and social norms regarding marginalized communities have
improved. These successes both reinforce the hegemonic narrative that construes capitalist societies as
incredibly malleable and encourage still more emancipatory demands. If these demands are not met, if
capitalist society proves to be either less susceptible to progressive reform than today’s generation of
activists have been taught or the pace of social change becomes unacceptably glacial, we may start to
see an increased interest in genuinely wrestling with the questions best answered by revolutionary
theory.
If that time comes, the revolutionary movement will be indebted to those who were willing to
carry the torch and ensured the continuity of revolutionary Marxism. There will be a need for exemplary
socialist leaderships that will not be narrowly focused on commercial matters, but capable of being “the
tribune of the people... able to react to every manifestation of tyranny and oppression, no matter where
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it appears, no matter what stratum or class of the people it affects” (Lenin, 2018: 85). These leaders will
face the task of explaining why capitalist society slows down some forms of emancipation while blocking
others and, why, therefore, it needs to be overcome.
Utilizing revolutionary theory, these leaders will refute the present hegemonic academic
narrative’s portrayal of capitalism as consistent with general human emancipation by revealing its
systemic limits. From its features, they will explain both how capitalism has contributed to human
freedom and why these contributions have stopped. These theories must account for capitalism’s
deterioration and explain both the need and the means to overcome the limits of this society. Only a
socialist revolution can democratize how humanity apportions its time and the goals it pursues. Only a
socialist revolution can safeguard human dignity by radically transforming our mode of productive cooperation.
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